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'God Bless America'-Capt. Jeremiah Denton
First Group Of Prisoners
Arrives At Clark Air Base

Seen&Heard Cancer Drive

To Be Held
Month, April

Around
Murray
She was only eight weeks old
when we first got her and we
must say that she was the
tiniest bit of life we had ever
seen One had to look twice to
assure himself that Lady the
inside dog was really a dog
Saturday morning, nineteen
and one-half years after she
came into our home, Lady
succumbed to the rigors of old
age and we placed her in the
warm bosom of Mother Earth.
there to slumber for the ages.
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The ground was frozen
Saturday morning and it was
only begrudgingly that Mother
Earth accepted the shovel, but
after the first two inches of
frozen soil was passed, she
admitted that this was her role
and accepted our task to
prepare the resting place
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As lady grew older, she
slowed but every now and then
showed some of the spirit of her
youth In the last month,
however, age advanced rapidly
and we had to help her up and
down the steps, chop her meat
up fine and do other things
which would ease her condition
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CAI.LOW AY COl7NTY High School Speech team woa trephined the Nathan B. Stubblefield Speech
Tournament held at Murray High School on Saturday. fi&ewin left io right, front row, Barbara
Williford. Sarah Calhoun, Stacy Adams, Pam White, Pam Itabernon. back ma, Coach Larry
England, Da%id Robinson. and Darrell Gibson.

Persall To Sing In
Chorus In 'Lights'

The Murray Park and
Recreation Department will
offer a class for persons
desiring to add a personal touch
to their gifts, or obtain
knowledge in any of the five
crafts which will be offered.

The crafts to be taught include paper tole. macrame.
decoupage, needle point and
crocheting.
The six week long class will
be offered on Tuesday evenings
Much of her sight had gone, from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
practically all her hearing and
The instructor for the class
arthritis had crept into her will be Mrs Robert Hopkins.
bones which slowed her to a Additional information may be
walk. She was never in pain, but obtained by contacting the park
just wound down like an old office, 753-7640 The fee for the
clock.
class will be $5
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She entered into the next
world with grace, going not like
the galley slave scourged to his
dungeon, but sustained and
soothed, like one who wraps the
drapery of his couch about
him and lies down to pleasant
dreams.
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Tommy Gannon Persall of
Murray, a graduate student at
Murray State University, has
been selected as one of the 35voice chorus to sing in the annual "Campus Lights" musical
production on the campus Feb.
15-16-17
Persall, the son of IA Col. and
Mrs Jack G. Persall, is
working towards master of arts
in college teaching at the
university
A 36-year-old tradition at
Murray State, "Campus
Lights" is written, performed
and directed by students to
raise money for music
scholarships. It is sponsored
each year by two professional
music
fraternities-Sigma
Alpha Iota and Phi Mu Alpha
SIM onia
More than 180 students are
involved in the production this
year, including 17 in the cast. 35
in the singing chorus, 38 in the
band, 12 in the dancing chorus,
six writers, the Murray Men
quartet and a production staff of
about 80.
Rehearsals are underway
under the direction of Larry
Stinson, a senior from
Madisonville, who described the
show as "a Broadway-type
musical comedy with a serious
twist to it."

State Still Near Bottom
In Education Spending

LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1APi Although Kentucky will spend
wrapped
We
We did just that.
$25 more per pupil this year
the drapery of her couch about than last, the state continues to
her and placed her in her rank near the bottom among
resting place in a sunny spot by the 50 states in spending for
the side of the utility house each pupil and in average
teacher salaries.
iSee Seen & Heard, Page 121
That's the conclusion from
CORRECTION
current figures supplied by the
Alfred Williams. recently National Education Association
commissioned a Kentucky and released by the Kentucky
Colonel, is paint foreman at Education Association during
Murray State, instead of its delegate meeting in Louisphysical plant foreman, as ville which ended Saturday.
The figures show that Kenindicated in an article last
tucky had dropped from 46th to
week.
47th among the states in perpupil expenditures, despite the
$25 increase that raised this
year's per pupil spending to
$693.
The state remains 47th in avIncreasing cloudiness tonight
with chance of showers, lows in erage teacher salaries, with $7,the mid 313s. Cloudy and warm- 825, an increase of $463 from
•
er with chance of showers last year The KEA notes that this state
Tuesday, highs in/16 low 50s.
Wednesday co&lertgrith chance. spends $341 below the national
average of $1,034 per pupil and
of rain or snoai.
$199 below the $892 average for
Outlook fednesday through all surrounding states. In addiFriday: Rain Wednesday, be- tion, the figures show Kentucky
coming mixed 'with snow to be $96 below the $789 averWednesday night and ending age for the southeastern region
from the west Thursday. Fair in per-pupil spending.
Friday. Daily highs mostly in
KEA research director
the 30s and 40s. Lows in the 313s Charles Whaley said there is a
Wednesday and in the 20s gap of 12,280 between the averThursday and Friday
age salary received by Ken-

The Weather
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CLARK AIR BASE, Philippines (API - A total of 143
prisoners of war came back today under the Stars and
Stripes, the flag some had not
seen for eight years.
Most of the men flown to this
base after release from Communist captivity in North and
South Vietnam were reported in
gpoci physical condition as they
checked into a U S hospital

Crafts Course To
Be Offered At Park
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Plans for the 1972 Cancer
Drive to be held in Calloway
County during the Month of
April were made at a meeting of
the Cancer Committee of the
Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held at
the Holiday Inn, according to
Mrs. Aubrey Hatcher and Ms.
J.D. Rayburn, co-chairmen of
the drive.
Robert S. Brown who has
recently Nen appointed area
representative by the American
Cancer Society was present for
the Meeting. He was introduced
by Mrs. Ewen Allbritten.
A kick-off coffee will be held
at the Holiday Inn on Tuesday,
March 17, tram 9:30 to eleven
a m. for the distribution of kits
and areas to be assigned to the
workers who may come at their
convenience anytime during the
morning hours.
The goal of 16100 has been set
by the Delta Department. The
assistance of every interested
woman in Calloway County is
urged, said the leaders, who
urge any interested persons 'to
contact the committee for
further information.
Also present for the meeting
were Mrs. Stanford Andrus.
Mrs. Stanford Hendrickson.
Mrs. Dwight Crisp, Miss Lorene
Swan, Mrs. Lillian Graves, and
Mrs. Garnett Jones

tucky classroom teachers and
the national average.
The statistics indicated one
improvement, as a boost in average salaries for administrators and other school specialists lifted Kentucky from
47th to 46th among the states in
that category The average salaries for those spots in Kentucky lose 2502 to $8,150.
In other action during the
two-day KEA meeting, the
board of directors voted to go
ahead with a statewide survey
of educators on the issue of
continued affiliation of KEA
with the more-liberal NEA. The
decision was made despite
some strong objection by many
of the delegates.
For a teacher to join KEA,
he now also must join NEA.
One segment of the delegates
feels that a unified movement
for educational betterment is
the best approach, while apother believes KEA will regain
membership if it cuts off from
the national organization.
A resolution to split from the
NEA has been placed on the
agenda of the state association's April 11 convention.
The survey, which is to be
completed by the April session.
is not binding

MURRAY HIGH School Speech ilach Ron Beshear presents
the sweepstakes trophy to('allows' ounty Coach Larry Eaglaad
at the annual Nathan B Stublit. feel(' Speech Tournament last
Sa turdai

Calloway Speech Team
Places Third Saturday
TT. Calloway County._HiSh
School speech team took a
record eight trolihies and two
plaques, and recorded 46
superior ratings at the annual
Murray High Nathan B
Stubblefield Tournament
Saturday.
The Murray High speech
team, which hosted the event,
did not participate in the
tournament
Top honors went to Henry
County High School, which
edged out Antioch High from
Nashville. Calloway High
placed third out of more than 20
schools.
First place trophies for

Murray AAUW Plans

Meeting On Tuesday
The Murray Branch of the
Association of
American
University Women will meet
Tuesday at 7.30 p.m. in the
home of Mrs W. Robert
Higgins, 713 Main Street
Mrs Shirley Spratt will be
chairman of the program entitled "The Dollar's Worth."
She will be assisted by Mrs.
James Harmon and Mrs. 0 C.
Markham.
Hostesses for the meeting will
be Mrs. Higgins and Mrs
Dennis Poplin.

Two File For
Office Here
Two more persons have filed
for office in the May 29
Democratic primary, according
to Marvin Harris, county court
clerk.
William Hornbuckle has filed
for Magistrate of District One,
and Roger Jones has filed for
county Judge.
Wayne Flora, Joe Ed Pritchett, and Carroll Guy have aLso
filed for District One earlier this
Weeks, Hall
year. George
McCuiston, and Robert- 0.
Miller have filed for county
judge.

The first to arrivewere 116
from North Vietnamese prisons, ferried on the Vi-hour
flight from Hanoi by three U.S.
Air Force Starlifter hospital
planes.
medical
"No emergency
treatment was required and did
not seem necessary," a spokesman said later. ''On the most
part the men were ebullient."
A second contingent of 26
men headed here from South
Vietnam. They were released
north of Saigon following a daylong dispute that delved their
departure. A 27th prisoner released with them remained behind at a Saigon hospital.
Spokesmen at Clark said
Large numbers of the returned
prisoners requested a regular
American dinner Instead of the
bland diets doctors had planned
walked across the floodlit land- to nurse their digestive sysing apron.
tems. And most got it.
Some of the men carried
The prisoners in South Vietblack plastic bags containing a
nam - 19 servicemen and 8
few belongings brought with •
- were turned over at
them from captivity One pris- Loc Ninh 75 miles norlls of Saioner was wearing a yellow gon and flown to Saigon in U.S.
baseball cap
helicopters for transfer to hosThe receiving group walked pital plamagd the 2-hour and
e!; 15-minuts al* to Clark Air
,
t
to the front of the plan:tre r
come the man on the
Base
and then returned to the rear
The relent'', at Hanoi and
entrance where they chatted Loc Ntnti latt 341 American
with each man, slapping a few prisoner, in North Vietnamese

"We are honored at the opportunity to serve our country
under difficult circumstances,"
said the first prisoner to step
out of the first returning hospital plane, Navy Capt. Jeremiah
A Denton Jr. of Virginia
Beach, Va. "God bless America."
More than 80 doctors on duty
at the base hospital began examining the freed prisoners

Twenty-Seven POWs
Reach Saigon Today
After 11-Hour Delay
SAIGON ( AP) - Twentyaeven happy but haggard-looking
American prisoners of war
reached Saigon today, freed
from Viet Cong captivity after
a last-day dispute that delayed
their release by 11 hours.
Paper name tags pinned to
their shirts flopped in the wind
as the ex-POWs emerged from
the six helicopters that brought
them the 75 miles from Loc
Ninh, north of Saigon.
The prisoners transferred to
an Air Force CIA Nightingale
flying hospital and flew on to
Clark Air Base in the Philippines, officials announced
The first prisoner to come out
of the helicopters in Saigon was
a young man on a stretcher
covered with a gray blanket.
SIffintigh he appeared ill, he
raised himself up and smiled
aM waved lo a crowed of about
75 that cheered and whistled.
Twenty-five other prisoners,
most in baggy blue and gray
fatigues and sandals, walked
past a receiving line shaking
hands with U.S. Ambassador
Ellsworth Bunker and Gen.
Frederick C. Weyand, commander of U.S. forces in Vietnam, before boarding a rear
entrance to the aircraft
A U.S. Embassy official said
the 27th released prisoner,
Richard Waldtuius, of Pittsburg, Calif, had requested to
be taken to the Saigon Army
Hospital and would be taken
there.
Little is known of Waldhaus,
a civilian. His presence in Vietnam was not widely known until his name turned up on a
Viet Cong radio broadcast last
October, announcing his capture on Aug. 4, 1971.
The prisoners arriving in Saigon looked thin and tired, but
most smiled broadly as they

(See 27 POWs, Page 12)

POW Wives Joyful Over
Return,lim Otiiusbands

VIRGINIA BEACH, Va.(API
-."We were just shrieking,"
Calloway were mai by Darreill
said Jane Denton "The room
Gibson and David Robinson in
just exploded."
impromptu acting. Barbara
Mrs. Denton was describing
Williford, Pam White, and
the reaction of herself and her
Sarah Calhoun took first,
six children as they watched
second, and third place
the moment on television when
respectively in prose
Navy Capt Jeremiah Denton, a
Stacy Adams and Darrell
prisoner of war for nearly eight
Gibson took third places in
years, stepped off the plane at
poetry and storytelling, and
Clark Air Base early today
Krit
Pam Robertson and
Denton, a tall, 46-year-old
Stubblefield took fourth place
Naval Academy graduate, was
trophies in original oratory and
the first flier from the East
storytelling.
Coast to be taken prisoner in
Calloway students receiving
North Vietnam -- the night of
superior ratings were Dale
July 18, 1965 -- . and the first
Gale
Arnold, Vickie Bailey,
freed pitisoner to leave the
Broach, Jimmy Burkeen, Vicky
plane
Butterworth, Quentin Fannin,
"He looks good," said his
Lamb.
Vickie
Warren Hopkins,
wife, an attractive, gray-eyed
Teresa Moody, Marketia Orr,
woman whose dark hair is
and Wendy Williams.
peppered
with gray."It was
Ron
Tournament manager
really beautiful.
Beshear called the tournament
"He had such a good ex"extremely successful." The
on his face I was surpression
the
enter
will
two teams
prised to see he looked so much
Regional Drama Tournament
younger than I thought he
next Saturday at Murray State.
would. Years younger. He
hadn't lost as much weight as I
thought he would have."
Of Denton's words - "We
are honored to have served our
country under difficult circumstances ..." and ending in a faltering voice, "God bless America" - his wife said: "I was so
and
your
name
own
honored,
Heart
be
County:
Calloway
The
proud of him."
of
person
that
the
and
total
address
Association has received a
of $443.50 in memorial gifts this to be notified, together with
The Dentons' six children
past year, according to Mrs. your check or money order in range in age from 11 to 25.
Willard Ails, Heart Association any amount to • Mrs Willard
Denton probably learned toChairman Most memorial gifts 'Ails, 1610 Keenland Drive. day that his eldest son, Jereare made in memory of a friend Murray.
III, himself
miah Denton'
are
promptly served a tour df military duty
Gifts
or loved one claimed by heart
acknowledged with a dignified in Vietnam during the time his
attack or stroke. '
The special advantage of card naming the donor and the father was held prisoner.
memorial gifts are a lasting person in whose honor the gift
Young Denton, now married,
tribute to the person honored is made with the amount of the was 17 when his father was takand they also help the Heart gift not stated. A receipt is sent en prisoner. He watched the
Association, which is doing to the donor for tax purposes. plane landing at Clark Air Base
something about heart diseases, -Mfrs to the Heatt Association with his mother.
are fully tax deductible, Mrs.
Mrs. Alls said
The wife of Denton's navigaMemorial gifts have been Ails said.
tor-bombardier, Navy Cincir
received so. far- this year in "Heart and blood vessel William Tschudy, said, "I
memory oT the following diseases took the lives of 161 couldn't tell at first if it was
citizens of Murray-Calloway Calloway Countians
during Bill. They didn't give his name.
County Dr. H. B. Bailey, Jr.. G. 1972. This is an increase over I had to switch to see him on
B. Churchill, J. D. Dill, W. H. the amount of deaths due to this another channel to be sure it
Graham, Paul R.' Heise, Sr , cause during 1971.
Memorial was really him. •1 was up all
Maude Key, I ilia M. Kyle, Dr. gifts help the local Heart night."
A. C. LaF'ollette, Louis Slush- Association "Beat the Big
who
Mulligan,
Louise
meyer. and Lois Waterfield.
One! -Heart-and blood vessel watched the return of the first
To make a memorial gift, diseases", the chairman said. planeload of prisoners with five
send the name of the person to

Memorial Gifts To Heart
Fund Made In Past Year

(See First Group, Page 12i

of her six sons, said of her husband's snappy salute.
"I thought it was just great. I
think he's the most beautiful
thing I've ever seen
Her husband is Cmdr. James
A Mulligan Jr, who had been
a prisoner of war for seven
years.
"I still feel completely
numb," Mrs. Mulligan added.
The joyful wives were reluctant to talk for long on the telephone They were -anxiously
awaiting calls from the Philip
pines from their husbands, expected sometime today

Two Accidents
Occur Here
Over Weekend
Two traffic accidents were
reported over the weekend by
the Murray Police Department.
No one was injured in either of
the a5i4ents, according to
police reports.
The first accident occurred at
7.25 p.m. Friday, at the intersection of 4th and Sycamore,
and involved tafs driven by
Dorthy J. Woods, Route Four.
and David Hill, 1205 Melrose.
according to police
Police said the Woods car was
headed north on 4th, and the Hill
vehicle was headed east on
Sycamore.Both cars were
'leaking left turns, police said
Damage to the Woods car was
to the left front fender, and
damage to the Hill vehicle was
to the right front fender, according to police.
A 11:15 p.m. Saturday, cars
G.
Keneth
driven
by
Thomasson, of Hickory, and
A. Dillard, of
Richard
Louisville, were involved in a
two-car collision on 15th St.,
according to police
Investigating officers said the
Thomasson car was headed
south on 13th, and the Dillard
car was headed south, parked.
oh 15th Damage to the
Thomasson car was to the right
front, and damage to theDillafd •
car was to the left reit, according to. police
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Kentucky Ready To Welcome
Returning Vietnam Veterans

THE LEDGER & TIMES
PUBLISHED BY THE LEDGER Si TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc., 103 N 4th St . Murray, Kentucky 42071, Phone 753 1916
W P Williams, President (1941 1963)
James C Williams, Editor and Publisher
Gene McCutcheon, News Editor and Production Manager

vocational services to aid in
— stipulation that 40 per cent of
FRANKFORT, Ky.
return to civilian life.
be
must
employed
so
those
"Welcome home—Kentucky is
Arrangements between the
proud of you," says Gov. veterans.
Employment Service and
State
of
During the last six months
Wendell Ford to each returning
have been made to
Knox
Fort
veteran. The message is 1972 the .Kentucky Employment assist the veteran the minute he
in
veterans
5,456
delivered to every veteran in a Service placed
in four is discharged. There are
booklet providing information jobs. Kentucky's record
Development
Manpower
earned
has
years
five
last
the
of
about Kentucky's efforts to aid
Act classes in the
Training
the
from
recognition
National
the vet.
Transition Program at both
There are actions backing up Veterans of Foreign Wars.
Fort Knox and Fort Campbell.
there
Barnes,
to
According
the words "welcome home."
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
In addition, the Department of
veterans
16,000
is the integrity of its Newspaper
Ford, realizing the problems remain some
Defense is financing two
that have arisen with the return seeking employment in Kenpositions to be established at
the
of
end
the
with
and
MONDAY—FEBRUARY 12, 1973
tucky,
of more than 13,000 Vietnam
Fort Knox to provide placement
on
are
more
veterans a year, organized a war in Vietnam,
training opportunities to
and
job-skill force in January, 1972. the way. Ten per cent of the
separating veterans.
have
who
veterans
returning
Its responsibility is to rewith
working
Officials
emphasize educational op- some disability as a result of veterans do not forsee any
portunities for veterans and improved medical services for
major problems in the labor
The copying machine, which has become both a
match the skills of the veteran the battlefield G.I. Men who
market as the result of the end
the
in
offices
to
field
annoyance
been
expensive
have
boon and an
would
with job opportunities.
of the Vietnamese conflict.
are
wars
other
in
casualties
available,
jobs
more
capitalist world, has become almost an enemy of the
To make
They have prepared for this day
Ford issued an executive order returning with disabilities. For
state in the Soviet Union. In a land where
can only hope the veteran
and
Kentucky
requiring all employers with these disabled vets,
unauthorized reproduction of written material is
takes full advantage of all his
as
hospitals
veterans
two
offers
job
list
to
contracts
state
taboo, the copying machine has become a prized
state offers.
openings with the State Em- well as rehabilitation and
attraction for the underground press, students and
ployment Service.
intellectuals.
The employment service has
geared itself to help the
Consequently, the machines are accorded security
veteran. Every G.I. is given
precautions which would dolonor to a monarch's
information on job opjewels. At the State Public Scientific and Technical
portunities, training, re*Library in Moscow, copying machines are secured
unememployment rights,
which
doors
d
in a special room behind armor-plate
ployment compensation and
are sealed with ropes and wax during off hours.
services available through
other agencies in the state.
Electronic burglar alarms and wire grates across
Veterans have priority, parthe windows are standard techniques to safeguard
"
the disabled, in all job
ticularly
71ZE5IDEKI
NE
librarians
FROM
,
Special
\ GREETINGS
the "integrity" of the machines.
placement and training.
other
and
copied,
be
to
material
for
accept orders
There are 24 Department of
technicians do the actual work.
Economic Security offices in
the state to aid the returning
These precautions form an interesting comBoyle
GI
mentary on the lengths to which some societies will
Ford also organized an
go in order to supress any but the official word
alliance of over 50 businessmen
Paper work has gotten out of hand in the District of Columbia
Monroe (La.) News-Star.
to government, declares a congressional commission headed by
Kentucky
throughout
promote employment of the Representative Ancher Nelsen of Minnesota Created to check on
veteran. This has resulted in an efficiency, it found that the city fills out 3,636 different kinds of
expansive publicity campaign reports to itself and that it used 307 different copying machines in
Having weathered the "Asian flu" in the 1950s and
tocutivt vicu PIIMINDINt
to find jobs for veterans.
1971 to make 37,240,000 copies of papers. Warning that the
people
are
there
addition,
In
risks getting buried in the papers that are shunted
government
the "Hong Kong flu" in the 1960s, our nemesis in the
Southern Statiss Industrial Council
employers
potential
to
talking
it estimated that 65.2 million of the $23 million a
forth,
and
back
1970s apparently will be the "London flu." Our
hiring veterans. Known year spent on paper work could be cut down.
about
virus
new
say
the
Doctors
apologies to Londoners.
as "Jobs for Veterans," it is a
AMERICA'S NEW SITUATION
now laying thousands of Americans low is really a
separate office working with the
"Law is designed to control the rapacious minority " - Mr
agreement sin Paris, there is an
peace
With
the
of
signing
the
variation of the old Asiatic flu that happened to be
By HAL BOYLE
employment service to find Jenkm Lloyd Jones.
understandable tendency on the part of many Americans to
NEW YORK AP --- The employers.
unmasked and identified last year in London.
believe that a new generation of peace has begun. Unfortunately,
From a staff of three in the
-We are obviously not hiring now But we have become conIt's no comfort to know where a flu virus comes
both history and the array of problems in the world suggest that winter lull is a good time for
self-examination, a good time Capitol Annex, Frankfort, cerned with the antitechnology feeling that has been spreading
global conflict has simply entered a different phase.
from What we need is something better than aspirin
people We
The war in Vietnam has been so protracted and so divisive that to check up on whether you are "Jobs for Veterans" has ex- throughout the country, predominantly among young
tablets to fire back at it. Scientists have been
careers,
new
planning
are
people
behind
that
believe
young
falling
or
when
to
ahead
forging
job
a
people
developer
to
that
of
place
panded
found
eagerness
the
have
comprehend
one can easily
we
work.
Ultimately,
following the mutations of the influenza virus ever
social
like
nation
a
fields
But
into
off
better.
the
offices.
24
for
career.
DES
the
heading
each
of
in
in-your
they are
things have taken a permanent turn
since the great flu epidemic of 1918 and still haven't
These field workers will be may wind up with more 'octal workers than people on welfare."
interested in its own survival can't afford the luxury of euphoria
The really &Melia man
world en
visiting employers and aiding
Mr Steven C. Paton, director of public relations, Fairchild
The United States has to be realistic about the
cracked its secret. When they take a prisoner all
does this constantly, but no
•
to
Inc.
skills
the
his
no
fit
d
to
veterans
Industries,
vironment.
they get is name, rank and serial number—an
matter how careless or slipshod
the peace is a peace of compromise. The
place,
first
parin
the
his
In
job
openings
the
Union.
(Calif.)
more.—San Diego
the life you lead, you need to
North Vietnamese have a large army inside South Vietnam. It ;s
"Floodlight," an Iowa Public Service Company publication,
Ucillar region.
take a critical look at your life
Hughes, head of the reports that, "Americans spend only about 1 4 per cent of their
likely that these forces, linked with the Viet Gong, will resume
William
plan at least twice a year —
combined military and polietal operationewtHen a few months.
Jobs for Veterans office, says, disposable income for electricity, less than the average amount
before or after you see
either
oat
It
War.
Vietnam
the
in
The United States lost a great deal
''There is no such thing as an spent for tobacco products"
your dentist.
•
IJI:DGER * TIMI$ FILE
much of its taste for world leadership which it acquired in World
untrained veterar.. His career in
Wars I and II. Before Vietnam,the U.S. had a national strategy—
A tip from the Portland, Oregon, Traffic Safety Commission:
Are you progressing or retro- the military has taught him to
A meeting of the Hazel Chamber of Commerce the containment of communism. That strategy has gone by the gressing' Here is a simple accept direction, promptness, -Most traffic accidents are really not even accidents at all. Most
it is evident that the American people
home test that will give you the dedication, responsibility—all crashes are caused by an error in driver judgment or attitude
was held last night to discuss the possibility of board. For good ortobad,
as the world's policemen. They don't answer and save you the qualities sought by every Alert, defensive driving could prevent most of the 'so-called'
serve
prepared
aren't
Randall
town.
the
for
service
gas
natural
procuring
want the role that the British had for generations.
trouble and expense of going to employer." Robert Barnes, accidents on today's streets or highways."
reevaluate
Patterson, chamber president, presided.
Vietnam war caused the American people to
The
a psychiatrist or career coun- with State Veterans' Affairs,
The Calloway County Spelling Bee, will be held in their interest in the world. Both conservatives and liberals are sellor.
"Taxation to achieve any purpose except raising money for the
Department of Labor, goes even
the Circuit Court Room of the court house on March markedly more isolationist than they were a decade ago The
further. He says more than one- government," cautions the National Association of Manufacto comeYou're still climbing the half of the returning Vietnam turers, "is seldom a good idea, and it would seem exceptionally
30, according to Leon Grogan whooconducts the mood of withdrawal is likely to prevail for some yearsshakes
our
wave of achievement if:.
international crisis
new
great
some
until
era veterans are "job ready." ill-advised to tax industrial plants on their air and water
least
at
event each year.
You're such a hero To your They are in their mid-20's (an emissions. Not only would a pollution tax be even more comworld.
get
you'll
and
Hospital
"Drive by the new Murray
valet that he asks you to sign a excellent age for employment), plicated than the income tax, but also it would siphon money away
Because of the mood of withdrawal, our country's national
some ideas as to the size of this project. The concrete interests on the world scene are difficult to define. What was new page in his autograph al- nearly 80 per cent are high from pollution control. Also, if a company is complying with
bum every morning.
slab for the second floor is partially poured. Two clear 10 years ago is vague and unclear today.
school graduates or even better
pollution control regulations, it shouldn't have to pay an extra tax,
The Nixon administration, through the guidance of Dr Henry
more floors go on top of this one," from the column,
go away on a trip, educated and they have learned and if it isn't complying, it shouldn't be excused through a tax
you
When
Kissinger, has adopted a 'balance of power" strategy As a
payment. The best way to end pollution is by reasonable but firm
"Seen & Heard Around Murray."
your wife still puts in your skills in the service.
we are trying to play off Communist China against the
nation,
For the remaining 20 per cent, regulation and by a joint industrial-municipal approach to hanpajamas little enand
socks
The Murray State Thoroughbreds lost to
Soviet Union. This is the current focus and concern of U S.
as, "I will veterans have priority at all
problems on an area or regional basis. Joint solutions
Morehead Eagles 90 to 86 at Morehead last night. diplomacy. But it is very doubtful that we have the skill to ac- dearing notes such girl," and educational levels. They still dling these savings for all of us. both as taxpayers and conachieve
can
your
be
always
two
Jim Jennings for Murray got 26 points.
complish this task. The likelihood is that the power of the
sumers."
"sleep well tonight, lover boy." have the G.I. Bill providing
communist giants will simply increase at the expense of the
financial benefits for education,
nations.
munists
United States and other non-com
At the other end of the jour- the state's vocational education
"Good citizenship, as practiced at the polls, can only come by
Moreover, the Kissinger diplomatic design is deficient in a
ney, when your mistress un- • program has expanded just
from an informed position. This in turn will result in
voting
number of respects. It envisions a tri-polar world—U.S.. USSR, packs your bag and finds the last year they were given a fairness to the other voters, myself, and the candidates involved."
LLIDGE11. TOMS PILE
for
place
any
provide
doesn't
design
The
China.
and Communist
notes, she gets jealous
-Kim Frazier. Dublin High School. Dublin, Ohio.
preference status in that area
nation in the world. It doesn't
Your name at the head of the and finally, Eastern Kentucky
"Spring is really here. Sue & Charlie's is open Japan, the third-ranking industrial
fact,
deal constructively with the future of Western Europe—in
contributors guarantees University offers an on-campus
The publication Public Utilities Fortnightly announces that,
again. When the Dairy Queen and Nucci's drive-in the Kissinger balance of power maneuvers may cost Western list ofsuccess
of any charity program for the vet who has not -Tests in West Virginia show that waste ash from coal-burning
the
get open, you can say spring has arrived," from the Europe much of its security. Then, too,the Kissinger tri-polar drive.
completed high school. This
power plants is a good soil conditioner in reclaiming land stripconcept ignores the future of Africa, South America, India.
column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray."
mined for coal. Power plant fly ash poses a major solid-waste
latter program offers a 16-week
country
your
at
pro
golf
East.
The
Middle
explosive
the
and
-Indians
the
Benton
Pakistan
beat
High
Tigers
The Murray
course leading to a General disposal problem. Although uses for the ash have been developed,
he
when
advice
than
rather
your
negotiation
seeks
club
of
era
an
for
President Nixon hopes
70-50 in a basketball game here. Joe Pat Phillips hit
Equivalency Diploma.
supply still exceeds demand by more than 25 million tons a year.
finds that his putting game is a
confrontation. But the communist world has the ability, including
The discovery that untreated fly ash can help plants grow on acid
Last year's Emergency
for 27 points for Murray.
by
bit off.
a tradition of militant diplomacy, to achieve its aims
Employment Act has also spoil banks could lead to a major new use for this powdery
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs
negotiation. The communists haven't changed their character or
Yes, sir, the world is your oy- opened new job opportunities material."
William Etherton on January 23, and a boy to Mr. their golas, though the U.S. has ceased its attempts to 'contain
Keep going the way you for the ex-serviceman. Under
ster.
communist
communism on a global basis. This means that the
and Mrs. Ernest Jetton on January 23.
"I do then with my friends as I do with Fie, books I would have
are. But how do you tell if this program, federal money is
conother
and
coups
political
use
force,
to
likely
are
states
Mr. and Mrs J.D. Wall and Mrs. Wildy Cope have
slipping? You might con- provided to state and local them where I can find them, but I seldom use them " —Ralph
you're
areas.
of
number
a
in
methods
been visiting their sister and daughter, Mrs. Joe C. frontation
Waldo Emerson
sider making major changes in governments to employ people
'The Chinese Communists are continuing to infiltrate South
in public service—with the
your modus vivendi if:
Wilson and family of Fort Leavenwofth, Kansas.
Central Africa, aiding terrorists in Northern Mozambique
-A hen is only an egg's way of making another egg." -- Samuel
Yugoslavia seems to be in a process of re-Stalinization as Tito's
You dg't even know what
flutler
leadership.
socialist
under
Germany,
West
end.
era draws to an
REDDING, Calif. ( AP) —
modus eivendi means
moves closer and closer to the neutralization which the Soviets
class
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military commitments 'overseas
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sleep and death.
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LEDGER & TIttIt

Prices Good Tues., Wed., & Thurs., Feb. 13, 14, & 15

King-size
HERSHEY or
NESTLE

LOOK TO SPRING SEWING!

60" BONDED
KNITS

01 00
Our Reg

37c

can
Regular, super and
unscented.

Be prepared ahead for
spring with outfits of
bonded
lovely
these
knits. Choose from a

Quality
PHOTO FRAMES

Play the new quadrasonic tapes
with this model and get top quality
sound. Fine tuning control,

2 per package.
Guaranteed not to
tarnish. Fantastic
buy!

LIMIT 2

Dyn Sonic
8-TRACK
STEREO
TAPE PLAYER
Long sleeve shirts
with , button front,
large collar and yoke
front. Sizes 32 to 38
in white, navy, lilac
and blue.

A great bargain at
Big K' Your choice
of famous brand
mens and worrens
watches.

MODEL DS 813
This Solid State Player is equippec with program
selector tone control, volume !eft and right,
channel control in a compact size.

00

Compare
at 2.99

PRINT
TERRY
KITCHEN
TOWELS

100% POLYESTER

LADIES KNIT
PANTS

3,0,1 00

100% polyester rib tuck knit
jersey uniforms in double
breasted, zip fronts and 5
button placket models. All
—with two pockets with assorted collar styles. White
only. Sizes 8 to 18.

For any occasion' Polyester double knit pants
in herringbone or c
stitch, flare leg. Sizes
8 to 18 in navy, grape,
mulberry, black or brown.

Premier Cannister
VACUUM CLEANER

Versatile and mobile. Easy
lock-in attachments.

•100% Polyester Fortrell
Double Knit

A great assortment
of throw rugs for
your home!

Values to 10.00

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
* ACRES OF FREE PARKING *

We Reserve The Right To Limits Quantities!

Values to 20.00
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Eastern Here Tonight

Coleman Superb As Racers
Blitz Past Morehead 83-69
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A cold night at the
line, combined with
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the Calloway County
their sixth loss this
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for
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of
Coulter tossed in 15 and 6-5 without the services
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00
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freshman Jesse Williams
Darnell Aden
I 2 00
4
2
Jainisein
junior Eugene Lyons 10 for Mitchell, who scored 43 points T C Houma
who prosided much of the
Of/
0 0
0.0
Mark
Saturday Net at Austin Peal. Teem
Morehead.
spark. Williams, .6-19 from
111-118
,11T—11F7r17
Tot•118
10•••Impad 1100•0
the floor for 12 points,
the'
Nora fles-a rob 110
Overall, including
laver
It appeared for. while in
a
in
rebounds
grabbed 13
exhibition games twith the Sill
the outset of the second half
T1tr.
superb effort and engineered
04 $ *
Nicholson
might blow
Australian Nationals and Ran
Race's
the
that
2 17
/14 1-3
Eugene Lyons
se‘eral of the fast breaks.
a. 0.•
1011 $4
(ou4ler
Athletes in Action, the Racers ',canard
Morehead out of the gym and
1
,
0
1
ii
a:ddie Scott
After leading by as much as
5.
61 04
for the Raabe AMA&
Clarksville,
Gametirne
16-5.
to
are
halfway
0 2
1-1
04
Gene Frye
lo points early in the final half,
battle tonight between the Lan ell Ashby
Tennessee where the Eagles
1'Mark
t?
Murray watched as Morehead
Racers and the Colonels is set J nu,Nathan
4.
will play at Austin Peay
111
WashinStun 0.1 04
outside
strong
rallied behind
Tim
for 7:30 p.m.
tonight.
3145 Me 31 69
shooting to inch to a 56-55 edge
midway through the final
A drive by Taylor and four
period
points from under by Coleman
Aden's 15 footer fell short but moved Cal Luther's Racers to a
Coleman, undoubtedly one of 44-34 cushion after only 73
the finest tip artists in the seconds had ticked off in the
nation, slapped the ball in and second half.
the Racers had the lead at 57-56
Morehead went to its press
with 99.34 remaining in the
forced only a couple of
and
game
6-6 turnovers. But the Eagles, who
a
Jamison,
TC
to go under, were
sophomoreasho replaced Starks were unable
and by the
outside
from
dead
at center, took a long feed pass
mark of the game, 6-2
from Williams and Jamison 12:53
guard Howard Wallen's
gave the Racers a three point junior
pulled Morehead to
tooter
15
lead as he hit from five feet.
within three at 53-50
A layup by Coleman, a fast
break drive by Darnell Adell
Six consecutive Morehead
and another tip by Coleman
points pulled the Eagles to a
pushed the Racers to a 65-58
56-53 edge before the
bulge with 6:56 rematning In
Racers mounted their final
the game.
drive.
The capacity crowd of 7,500
Coulter paced the scoring for
standing
gave the defense a
with 22 while Wallen
Morehead
ovation and the Racers seemed
and Lyons added 12 and Dotson
the
from
momentum
gain
to
11. Starks, who was in foul
gesture of appreciation, much
scored eight before
trouble,
as Austin Peay did nine days
the game in the final
ago in their game against leaving
minute for the Racers.
Murray.
Murray tat on 38-75 for a .507
Morehead trinuned the lead
shooters in the OVC
down to seven when 6-4 guard as the top
their opponents who hit
outshot
But
layup
a
on
Bill Dotson hit
31-66 for a .470. In the
then the Racers went on another on
rebound department, Murray
scoring binge.
had a whopping 45-31 adA three point play by
vantage
Taylor followed by baskets
by Williams and Coleman
"We got excellent offensive
lifted the fans to their feet
games for Les I Taylori and
Saturday night was Les Taylor Night in Murray and the 6-3
and the Racers to a 72-58
Mike (Coleman)," Murray
cushion with less than five
Coach Cal Luther said. "I senior was honored by a contingent of fans from his hometown of
declaring
'ninnies to play.
thought we did an outstanding Carbondale, Illinois. Taylor accepts a citation
Twice in the final minutes the job in executing our offense." February 24 as I.es Taylor Day in Carbondale Carbondale High
Racer bulge went as high as 16
"Jamison ang Adell came in School principal Arthur Black, acting on behalf of Mayor Neal
Tiyier with the citation *Auk Ceadi Cal Luther
points, 76-60 and 81-65
and did a fine job for us. And OW Echert. presents_
In the first half, the lead poise
exceptional. looks on.
was
changed hands seven times and Morehead, who _. is Mast
nine times the score was tied dangerous when they are
before the Racers took,he lead trading, has won half of their
at 26-25 an Williams' 10 footer games by coming from
with 5:50 left.
behind," Luther added.
Williams came back with
"As for tonight, Eastern is a
another 10 footer and Adell
followed with a layin on a fast fine club and they have been
break to give the Racers a five playing exceptionally well
In the other ABA games SunThey recently beat Virginia By THE ,ASSOI lATED PRESS
point edge
The third quarter belonged to day, the Memphis Tams routed
the
is
of
finest
one
who
Tett,
A layin by 6-5 junior sensation
Indiana. but the rest of the the New York Nets 119-97; the
Leonard Coulter trimmed the teams in the country. As a came was Artis Gilmore's
Denver Rockets beat the CaroMurray lead down to three matter of fact, that same
And the Kentucky Colonels' lina Cougars 117-108 and the
Ohio
beat
team
Tech
Virginia
before lay-ups to Taylor and
center virtually owned the Pac- Dallas ('haparrals trimmed the
Adel upped the margin to seven. State on the road," Luther ers Sunday night with a 24- San Diego Conquistadors 115At intermission, the Racers concluded
point. -'i-rebound performance 113 in overtime.
Austin Peay is now alone
took a 38-34 lead into the
that powered a 97-87 American
stanatop
the
conference
In the National Basketball
dressing room.
Basketball Association victory
dings with a 7-1 mark while
Association, it was Boston 120.
In the first half, Murray hit
(;ilmore, who also had four
Murray and Morehead are
Milwaukee 96: Atlanta 115,
18-33 for a .545 while the Eagles
blocked shots, took charge as
with
second
sharing
Cleveland 1117; Golden State
were 16,36 for .444. In the
Kentucky moved out in front
worksheets of 6-2. Eastern
101. Chicago 96; Las Angeles
rebound department. Murray
38-24 midway through the secin
Kentucky,
who
a
is
108, Philadelphia 90; Baltifnore
had a 22-14 advantage as
ond period.
position to he knocked out of
102, Portland 97 and Seattle 128,
Williams and Taylor pulled
The Pacers, behind Billy KelIt tonight, at 5-3.
Buffalo 125
down seven and six respecIn the previous meeting ler and George McGinnis.
Saturday night's ABA retively.
sparked a rally that put them sults
Vfrginia 105, Kentucky
in
left
in front 67-59 with 2-18
100. Carolina 111, 1..!tah 99 and
the third period.
Indiana 105, Dallas 99.
But Gilmore, aided by Mike
Memphis beat New York with
a
lead
KenGale. teamed tip to
tucky comeback in the final pe- superior rebounding The Tams
riod. The rally gave the Colo- raced to 58-46 halftime lead by
nels an 83-74 advantage with outrebounding the Nets 34-15
6-04 left and put the game out and coasted the rest of the
•
way. '
Outstanding shooting by Jeff
Louisville managed to score Of the Pacers' reach.
Hughes and little Donnie Woods only seven points in the first 10
lifted the Murray State junior minutes.
A three point play by David
varsity to a 105-87 crushing of
the University of 1 huisville Logan at the 8.06 mark of the
half stretched the Mprray
Saturday night.
As a team, Murray shot an cushion to 26-9. Murray ran the
amazing .642 as the Racers hit- bulge to as much as 38-11 before
on 43-67 from the floor Hughes, Louisville rallied in the final
in one of his top efforts of the minutes to close the gap to 23 at
season, canned 13-17 while the half. 51-28.
Woods was 13-24. Both men
Lar-y Kelley, who hit on 813
shared game honors as they with his
patented left handed
apiece
points
32
scored
shot, added 16 points while
After leading by 23 points at
Logan tossed in 12.
halftime, Murray used a
The win leaves the junior
combination of starters and varsity with an 11-4 slate for the
reserves in the final 20 minutes. season. Monday night Murray
Louisville did manage to come will face the undefeated junior
to within 11 points in the final varsity from Eastern Illinois.
minutes but there was never
Eastern Illinois has a front
any doubt as to the outcome of
line of 6-8, 6-7 and 64
the contest.
will be 5:30 p.m.
It was the torrid shotting in Gantetime
with the varsity tilt between the
the first half combined with a
and Eastern Kentucky
tough defense that lifted the Racers
at 7:30 p.m.
beginning
the
big
in
a
advantage
to
Racers
28 59-87
Louisville
od.
rrraiy
stupe
firsi
51 54-105
used its running Murray
Murray I 105 i—Hughes 32,
,
.
game and after 3:30 hadpassed
16, Logan 12,
7,
Les Taylor celebrated his night Saturday by scoring 19 points and turning in one of his finest all round efforts of the season. Taylor
Main it 7th St. Murray, Ky. Phone 753-792
tn the game, the Racers of Weisman Kelley
played an outstanding defensive game and grabbed seven rebounds as the Racers knocked off Morehead 83-69. Taylor hits for two of
noach Kayo Willis held an 11-2 Woods 32, Mantooth 6, Beller,
Carrington and Bowers.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon,
his points as he drops the hall In the basket.
-ad

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Mike Coleman might owe Les
Taylor a small apology for
stealing the show Saturday
night but Les., the "old man" of
the Murray State Racers, isn't going to worry about it.
It was the bullish effort of
Coleman under the boards
that knocked Morehead out
of a share for the Ohio Valley
Conference lead as the
Racers tripped the visiting
Eagles 63-69.
Approxunately 50 fans had
made the trip from Carbondale,
Illinois,-to honor Taylor in pregame ceremonies The 6-3
senior stalwart, who was an AllAmerican in prep days as a
Terrier, was presented a
citation declaring February 24
as Les Taylor Day in Carbondale
Taylor. who scored 19,
responded by playing one of his
finest games of the season but it
was the 6-6, 120 pound Coleman
who earned the glory
Coleman, taking up the
slack for 6-4 junior center
Marcelous Starks who had
an off night, scored 30 points
and pulled off a game high 14
rebounds.
It was probably the best game
the Racers have played since
their 79-71 loss to Powerful Oral
Roberts last December. The
Racers were able to work
Ron
6-8
Morehead's
but
shot
Mocked
a
have
to
It's very unusual for Mamelows Starks f551
the tough Morehead
through
eight
with
esening
'slicbolsou 231 does it here. Starks, who fouled out of the contest, finished the
press for fast break baskets that
points and six rebounds.
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"Ah, yes," Pal
day when asked
victory for the (
the 43-year-old pi
sylvaniradded:
damn young righ
The weather v
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the $160,000 Bob
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Country club, ai
soaking wet. Yet
"I thought- it Si
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final round of f
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Austin Peay
All Alone
At OVC Top

Lakers Drop Tough Decision
To Tilghman Tornado Saturday
But the Lakers were not goling
remaining.
Calloway had jumped off to a to give up. They came back with
7-3 lead with six minutes left, a scoring surge of their own,
but the Bluesnen scored six and nearly gained all the points
straight points to take a 9-7 they had lost to that wild
Paducah rally
advantage.
Greg Howard scored on a pair
Ace forward Greg Howard
of free throws to make it nine
all, but Randy Dublin ripped the collected six of seven straight
cords twice in a row on jump points for the Leiters during a
one-nunute stretch that saw
shots to make it 13-9.
Calloway came back with a Paducah take only one shot
A vicious full-court press
layup by James Wells, 13-11, but
the host quint scored four more the Lakers forced three nigh
points before the end of the man turnovers and trimmed the
lead to 17 points.
quarter to make it 17-11.
Back-to-back buckets by
'Calloway hit four of 15 from
the floor during the first Menefee boosted the lead to 21
quarter, while Paducah was with 120 to go, but Calloway
hitting seven of 21. The Laken countered with- 10 points in the
hit three of five from the stripe; remaining portion of the period,
while limited Tilghman to only
the Tornado hit three of six.
The Tilghman defense started 'four, and cutting the lead to 15.
The Lakers cut the Tilghman
pouring it on in the second
quarter, and turnovers started lead to 13 twice during the final
taking their toll on the Lakers. period, but were unable to keep
They held the Tornado kimd to the rally alive, as fouls began to
five or six points mat d the take their toll on the hu.stling
way through the quarter, but. Lakers
Big James Wells w as the
scoring spree late in the period
powered the Bluemen to a ten game's leading scorer with 24
point advantage at the half, 36- points Greg Howard was
second for the Lakers with 17
26.
Wells hit six of his game-high markers. Mark Ferguson
24 points during the second pitched in 10 points to pace the
period. Greg Howard, who Laker scoring.
poured in 17, contributed six
Maruice Williams was high
points, also, as the duo had 12 of man for the Tornado, with 20
Calloway's 15 points.
points, while Collins threw in 17,
The Lakers hit six of only 13 and Menefee added 13 markers
shots during the second stanza, Randy Dublin had 11 and Gary
but Tilghman was taking 21 Hamilton added 10 chips
shots again, and hitting six of
Calloway hit 24 of 57 from the'
them,also. The difference came floor, for a 42 per cent shooting
at the foul line, where Tilghman mark, and cashed 16 of 31 from
canned seven of 11, and the the line Tilghman managed
Lakers hit three of nine.
only 38 per cent, but hit 29 of 77
Calloway crashed the scoring shots They sank 21 of 33 from
column first in the third period the line
on a three-point play by senior
SCORING
guard Mark Ferguson, to cut
Calloway i64)—Ferguson 10.
the Tilghman lead to seven Wells 24, Howard 17, Thompson
points.
1, Shelton 6, Duncan 2, Darnall
Then, Blueman Don Menefee 2, Conner 2.
traded a 10-footer for a tree
Tilghman Oh—Dublin 11,
throw by Dan Thompson Jo Peel 4, Williams 20, Collins 17,
boost the hosts' advantage to Hamilton 10, Menefee 14, Flatt
eight points, and set the stage 14 Greer 2.
for a 16-point scoring spree by
the Tornado.
Tilghman hit seven of 10
fielders during the next 3%.2minute stretch, while limiting
Calloway to only three shots
Menefee netted eight points
during the surge on three
fielders and a pair of gratis
Ham lton
Gary
throws.
collected three buckets an
Keith Collins cashed the other
basket.
The blitz stretched the Tilghman margin to 24, 54-30, with
3:20 showing on the third
quarter clock

The Lakers hit 16-31 from the points.
A cold night at the free throw
The host Blue Tornado led
not a bad mark, but most
stripe,
line, combined with the tough
the middle of the second
from
the
were
missed
throws
the
defense of Tilghman dropped of
as they caught the
quarter,
situation,
the Calloway County Lakers to front end of a bonus
two possible Leiters at seven all with 3,37
of
loss
the
causing
their sixth loss this season.

• Ma

-the corner
Mark Ferguson looks for help as he is pinned in
who earned a
f'erguson
night.
Saturday
Tilghman
against
with the flu,
!ruining berth when Jerry Demean came down
Staff Photo hy Day id Hill
pumped in 10 points for the Laker%

By JOE EDWARDS
Associated Press Writer
Austin Peay has sole possesslot, of first place in the Ohio
Valley Conference basketball
race for the first time in its history and has an opportunity to
stretch the lead—at least over
Morehead—tonight.
The Goys pushed their OVC
record to 7-1 Saturday night by
decking Eastern Kentucky 96-88
while Morehead fell to Murray
83-69. Morehead, which had
been tied with the Goys for the
league lead before Saturday
night's action, is now 6-2, as is
Murray.
And tonight. Austin Peay
hosts Morehead and a Gov victory would leave Morehead
two games back with five to
play The other two teams still
in the conference race, Murray
and Eastern Kentucky, meet in
Murray. Eastern Kentucky is 53 and, realistically, needs to
win the rest of its conference
games to expect to win the
()V(' title.
In the other conference results Saturday, Western Kentucky stopped Tennessee Tech
75-67 and Middle Tennessee
thumped East Tennessee 71-58
in the (.)VCs weekly television
game
The conference's second division now has Tennessee Tech at
3-5, Middle Tennessee and
Western Kentucky each at 2-6
and East Tennessee at 1-7
Austin Peay will seek tonight
to avenge an 81-79 loss at Morehead earlier this season
In Saturday night's game,
Austin Peay, now 174 over-all
and winner of 10 straight, trailed by as much as milt points
midway through the first half
before taking the lead for good
just before intermission The
Colonels got 43 points from
Charles Mitchell but were behind by as much as 15 points in
the second half and could get
no closer than four
Fly Williams scored 31 for
the Govs and teammate Eddie
Childress contributed 21

Taylor Motors, Inc.

Gives you
alot mortar
for the money!

Torres
Fourth
In M-D

Greg Howard goes up for two of his 17 points against Paducah Tilghman Saturday night. Tilghman
Staff Photo by David Hill
outran the Lakers for a 7944 victory.

Long Victory Drought Of Arnie
Broken With Bob Hope Golf Win
_
PALM DESERT, Calif. i AP)
— Arnie's back.
victory
The long, long
drought is broken, Arnold
Palmer is a winner again, the
lingering doubts are gone, his
head is up and the famed grin
firmly in place.
"Ah, yes," Palmer said Sunday when asked if this was a
victory for the old folks, and
the 43-year-old pro from PennsylvaniVadded: "I feel pretty
damn young right now."
The weather was cold, wet
add - windy for the final round of
the $160,000 Bob Hope Deserrt
Classic at Bermuda Dimei
Country club, and Arnie was
soaking wet. Yet, he said
"I thought it was a hell of a
day, really. The surr shone all
day."
Palmer had not won a tournament in 18 months before his
final round of 69 produced a
two-stroke triumph over the

man who replaced him as golf's
king, .lack Nicklaus, and 25
year-old Johnny Miller.
Nicklaus, who led or shared
the lead all the way until the
first hole of the last round of
this 90-hole marathon, and Miller matched par on the raindrenched course.
Palmer went ahead of Nicklaus by sinking an eight-foot
birdie putt on the first green as
Jack three-putted front-35 feet
away. Later, however, came
the suspenseful moments, and
even Palmer, with all his ex:
perience admitted: "Well. I got
a little excited. I was overly excited, I guess, coming down the
18th fairway."
Nicklaus had about a 30-foot,
putt for an eagle that everyone
thought. would force'a playoff.
The ball grated the hole and
Nicklaus said, "I thought I'd
made it but it didn't go in."

11

Said Palmer, "Jack hit just a
super putt. I had said to my
caddie, since Jack had been
potting so well, that he would
make the putt. I was already
intent on making mine.
"I asked Jack, 'what are you
trying to do" he said, 'I'm trying to beat you.—
Then Arnie drilled a seven
footer into the c'.) for a birdie,
eliminating all chance of Miller
or anyone else following to
catch him. He told Bob Hope,
"Gee , I'm kinda shaking right
now."
The victory, Arnie said, was
his sweetest ever.
He credited a decision iittit
week to go back to his old
wrist-breaking putting stroke
for his success.
Palmer, who had rounds of
71-66-69-6849, 17 under par, collected 132,000. Nicklaus and
Miller each won 814,800.

Sam Torres broke his personal best in the Two Mile
Invitational at the Mason-Dixon
Games Saturday night in
Louisville as he turned in an
8:53.2 in finishing in fourth
place.
Torres was the only member
of the Murray State team to
have any success.
The mile relay team, last
year's winners, finished fourth
Saturday with a 3:178 The
Philadelphia Pioneers won the
event with the Universit), of
Tennessee and the University of
Indiana in front of the Racprs
Sophomore Cuthbert Jar obs
gave Murray the lead on the
first leg as he turned in an
astounding 48.3. •
Jacobs 48 3 was better than
the winning time in the Invitational 440 where former
Murray great Tommy "T-Bird"
second.
finished
Turner
Other legs in the relay included a 50.7 by Pat Francis, a
50.4 by Ashman Samuels and an
anchor of 48.1 by Fred Sowerby.
Next week the Racers will be
at Layfayette, Indiana for a
triangular meet with Purdue
University and Indiana State
University.
BASKF:litA Li! 6
NEW BRUNSWICK, N .1
Rutgers Coach Dick Lloyd resigned, effective the end of the
season, the- university announced.
ROBSLEDDINC
LAKE PLACID, N. Y —
Wolfgang Zirnrnerer of West
Germany streaked to victory in
the world two-man champion..

Plymouth Fury
Sedan.GIVE
GranWAITI
NG TO

WE AREN'T
GOOD DEALS ON THIS BEAUT...
WE'RE GIVING THEM NOW!
You don t have to wait for
that right time of
year togeta great
deal on a new car
Because right
now thisFury Gran
Sedan carries
our Gold Sticker
Value sign You
won't have to
dicker Just look for
the Gold Sticker

i4OfilZE0 MAUR
Au,

ER
., 1CHRYSL
14111111
vAig wow caseoastios

PlYmouth ruf y Gran Sedan 4-Door HardloP

A hentage of Great

CIIRYSI. II Engineering gone
!absolutely beautiful'
N NV 11)R K
of great engi-

The Chrysler heritage
neering now comes during Gold
Sticker Value Days to give
you the luxury value of
the yr.

SATELLITE
SEBRING-PLUS!

The beautiful mid-size car they call -Super-Quiet!"
call it
With a special sound -proofing treatment so quiet we
'Super-Quiet' Such a great buy we call it "Gold Sticker Value"

In, c.
MOTORS,murrai
OR
TAYL
Street

303 So. 4th
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COTHRAN GIRL
A baby girl, Cindy LeAnne,
weighing seven pounds 101s
ounces, was born to Mr. and
Mrs James Cothran of Route
Two, Calvert City, on Wednesday, February 7, at 5:18
a.m, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have another daughter,
Cheryl, age six, and a son,
_Matthew,age four The father is
the director of the Marshall
County Vocational School
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs Earl Cothran of Benton
Route Three and Mr and Mrs.
Loman Byars of Benton Route
grandfather is
--rive A great
Lake Holt of Benton Route Five.

Monday, February 12
Group III of the First
Christian Church CWF will
net at the home of Mrs. John
Pasco, Sr., 306 North 14th
Street, at 7:30 p.m. with Mrs.
William Porter in charge of the

Tuesday, February 13
Leo's
Parents of St.
Cooperative Preschool will
meet at Gleason Hall at seven
p.m.

Garden Path
.7

BY MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS

,s • -4,
sr. av.iS

West
I read a most interesting beauty in the woods in
no
need
we
on
that
Tennessee
ago
days
few
a
article
Mushrooms, their culture and "store-bought" items to make
care. I have never figured out our homes lovely. With, the
how the edible ones can be coming of spring we should all
recognized. I know there are roam the woods and just see
rules about the shape of the top what we can find. I notice many
and the color, somehow the of the arrangements made by
growing of mushrooms never florists, contain grasses and
tempted me in the least. I would sprays of wild or field plants.
some Especially when your handful of
afraid
be
always
poisonous fungus mei; appear flowers seem scant, pluck a few
and I would never know the vines or pretty leaves from the
difference. But I was really woods and presto, a perfect
surprised at the popularity of arrangement And the biggest
the mushroom culture. It is just satisfaction is that it IS your
another of the interesting facets own, created by your own
of gardening that are opened up tngenuity and is another step to
to those who would like to take proficiency
up something new.
I have enjoyed the pine trees
this winter. They are so lovely
Egg division
against the snow and their
Leftover egg yolks) Use
beautiful green is always a
them far baked custard,
perfect foil for blooming plants
cakes, cookies. b,nmemade
later on I set out a few tiny
Hcllandae:
noodles, in
ago and
years
rs
two
Homemake
Road
Paris
seedlings
The
sauce, scrambled eggs Use
The Mason's Chapel United
The Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
made
already
Noble
have
Mrs.
with
will
meet
they
Club
ot
egg,out
whitescakes, meringue
Methodist Church Women are
First united Methodist Church
themselves visible above the
Brandon at one p.m.
scheduled to meet at 7 30 p.m.
will meet at the church at seven
should
summer
grass and this
at the church
p.m.
really put on a spurt of growth.•
Murray TOPS Club will meet
They make a good screen and
The Toastmasters will meet
The Board of Directors of the at the Health Center at 6.30
will grow anywhere
p.m.
at the Triangle Inn at 6 45 a.m
Quota Club will meet at the
There are over seventy-five
Triangle Inn at 5'30 p.m.
The Purple Martin 4-H Club
varieties of pines. They go all
Thursday, February 15
will meet at the Extension
the way from the dwarf Mugho
100
The Baptist Young Women of Office, 209 Maple Street, at
The Western Kentucky Pine to huge trees that tower
the Memorial flautist Church seven p m l)r flell T Peterson Poetry Society will meet in feet. They are an interesting
will meet in the home of Mrs. will be guest speaker
they all are, in variety
Room 215, Wrather Hall, MSU, plant, as
Some pines are greycolor
of
Willene French, Fairview
at seven p.m
green, some are blue-green and
The Bessie Tucker Circle of
Acres, at seven p.m.
some pale green. There is also a
the First United Methodist
Senior Citizens will meet at
is
Tuesday, February 13
Church will meet with Mrs. ten a m. a at the Ellis Center. A deep green needle that
beautiful Even the needles are
River Conrad Jones at 9,30 a.m.
Blood
The
potluck luncheon will be served different, as there are some
Associational Baptist Young
at ;loon.
pines with needles only one half
SUtchery lessons for Senior
Women will meet at the
to one inch long and others that
Memorial Baptist Church at Citizens will be at the Ellis
Women of the Moose will have them ten or twelve inches.
will
ten
a.m.
at
Games
Center
seven p m
meet at the Lodge Hall at eight In addition to shielding an
be from one to eight p.m. there.
p.m
unpleasant view, they are
will
PTC
The New Concord
tremendously ornamental. In a
meet at seven p.m at the
Wednesday, February 14
back corner of the yard they are
church with Dr Morgan Sisk as
Women of the Oaks Country
wonderful for a back-ground
the
of
t
Departmen
Home
The
the speaker
Club will play bridge at 9- 15 Murray Woman's Club will and grow so fast that in a very
with Mable Rogers, phone meet at the club house at two few years will serve their
The Maryleona Frost Circle a.m
as hostess A potluck p.m. Hostesses will be purpose.
753-2665,
Methodist
United
first
the
of
will be served at noon Mesdames Carl Lockhart,
luncheon
I grew up in pine country in
Mrs.
with
Church will meet
Walter Wilson, Humphrey Key. North Alabama and love the
Robert Moyer at 930 am
Murray and Paul Maggard.
South
The
*nett of pine needles and the
meet
feel of the huge cones Some of
Murray Star Chapter No 433 Homemakers Club will
at
Carter
Raymond
the cones are small but just as
Mrs
with
15
will
February
Star
Thursday,
Order of the Eastern
decorative They are beautiful
m
of
a
The Baptist Young Women
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30 ten
as a
the First Baptist Church will silvered Of left plain
p.m
addition to wreaths
Christmas
of
Mrs.
home
the
at
meet
Concord
New
The
The Murray Quota Club will Homemakers Club will meet at Richard Walker, 1710 Audabon, or doorway swags.
There is so much natural
Meet at the Trtangel Inn at 12
the home of Mrs. Curtice Cook at 7-30 p.m.
noon.
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Lunch variety

Special Educatiegc
Class Gives FTA
Program, Calloway

Down the

The
Contemporary.
Homemakers Club will meet
at the Assembly Room, Extension, Office, at one p.m.

The South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club will meet at
Dan
the home of Mrs.
Groups of Baptist Women of
p.m.
one
at
Billington
meet
will
First Baptist Church
Program.
as follows: Group I with Mrs.
The Pottertown Homemakers
Walker and Annie
Murray NHCA will meet at Richard
will meet at the Holiday
Club
William
Mrs.
with
the Ezell Beauty School at Armstrong
9-30 a.m.; Group Inn at ten a.m.
at
both
Sams,
seven p.m.
II with Mrs. John Keel at ten
The Arts and Crafts Club will
Group III with Mrs. E. C.
a.m.;
acher
Parent-Te
The Almo
meet at the home of Mrs James
p.m.
two
at
Jones
Club will meet at the school at
Lassiter, 1313 Wells Boulevard,
seven p.m. with Mrs. Dune
with Mrs. Helen Lassiter as
e
Providenc
New
The
Hopkins, speech and hearing
Club will meet hostess.
rs
Homemake
teacher, as the
with Mrs. Jim Allbritten at one
Wednesday, February 14
p.m.
Evening circles of the First
The Sigma Department of the
Progressive United Methodist Church
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at seven Homemakers Club will meet Women will meet as follows:
p.m for a brief program by with Mrs. Glenda Hill at seven Hannah at 6:30 p.m for a
progressive dinner; Ruth
Murray High Speech students. p.m.
Maurice
Wilson with Mrs.
Hostesses are Mesdames G. T.
Humphrey, Hazel Road, and
Fred Wells, Batley Gore,
The Sunnyside Homemakers
Thomas Hopkins, and Virgil Club will meet with Mrs. Wesleyan with Margie Crass,
1003 Main Street, both at 730
Harris. Note change in time due Thomas Lane at 10:30 a.m.
p.m.
to the ballgame.

On blustery days, the
brown baggers are out in full
force Give your lunch tnters
a little noontime variety with
this ham 'n cgger sandwich
Combine one-half cup sliced
ham loaf, finely chopped, with
a diced hard conked egg and
enough mayonnaise to make
the mixture spreadable

The Calloway County Chapter
of Future Teachers of America
met Wednesday, February 7,
in the school cafeteria

minutes and roll was checked.
The treasurer's report was
given.
The convention was discussed
by the members. The members
were to check with the officers
about their merits in order to go
to the convention, according to
Coleen Cavanaugh, Reporter

Stacy Adams, president,
called the meeting to order.
Pam White read the devotion.
The special education class
give a program that they had
written themselves, entitled
"Cinderella 1973".
The secretary read the

N-0-T-I-C-E
Richard Broeringmeyer of Broeringmeyer
recut. Offices will .be giving a lecture on arrioselerosis and heart disease and the moat recently
15,
discovered means of treatment. Thursday evening. Feb.
at 7:30 This is the second of a series of public education
lectures to be given on various topics. If you would like to
attend please phone 753-2962. Refreshments will be served.
Dr.

Kenny

Junior King Ai
Concord Schoo

BROERINGMEYER CHIROPRACTIC OFFICES
3 Miles East on Hwy. 94
Murray, Kentucky
Phone

Master Kenny Kingir
Mr and Mrs. David
and Miss Tina F
daughter of Mr. at
Ronald Housden, were

753-2962 or 753-2961

ADAMS

)
)

)
)
)

at 12 noon for a prepared hincheon for foreign foods
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Barbara Jewell

HAVE TROUB
MAKING SELECT
Do you have troubli
the proper selection o
for this or that occasi
bother' Let your for
the selection Then, vc
sure that it is the I
cision florists have t
ing and experience to r
"right selection" of fli
In fact, we take grea
being allowed to put
unusual and artistic
ments Florists are
they like to
artists
the opportunity to cre.
thing beautiful We 111
that every corsage is
piece The smallest
ceives the same attent
largest
When ordering fir
ways call us We
speedy service We
erg to distant cities.
local deliveries

Childrens

Fall 81 Winter Selections

Savings
of

s e
,0ancl
.11 the ci

Downtown_

50.,

and
/0 More

Open Friday Nights —

Murray

PApit ghz

Cuter

Anti Perspirant

9-9 Mon. thru Sat
1-6 Sunday

Keeps you dry and fresh—all day!
6-oz. size

Phone 753-8304

1505 Ste

JERGENS
LOTION
13

More Bottle!
20 Ounces

MS(1 01111 11 LTG CENTERS
Sinutab BAYER
sinusitis and the
common cold!

Regular'5 1.69 Value

30 Tablets

2.50 Value

100 Tablets
Regular 51.17 Value

America's Best Selling
Pain Reliever!

88 Swabs

JERGENS EXTRA DRY
SKIN FORMULA

i)aoy
, lotion

I think my liver
And I have a terril
My hearing is pooi
Most everything
But all things coi
I'm feeling fine.

ASPIRIN

200 Swabs

PHISODERM

'1.29 Value

Bayer Aspirin

!AST "SIN

helps unblock blocked heads
due to congestion of

'1.49 Value

Baby Powder
14 Ounces
'1.29 Value

Baby Lotion
9 Ounce '
'1.29 Value

Arch supports lot
Or I wouldn't be a
My fingers are u
My finger nails 1
Complexion is hi
But I'm awful wel

Regular
65' Value

My dentures out
And in the morn
Now the moral is.
That for you and
It's better to say.
Than to tell every

Regular
'1.09 Value

Say-Rite's Low
1973 Discount Prices

WELCOME'
our Lodge Fa
and Mrs. Bun,
Murray, Ky.
ENTERTAINMI
Fern Terract
delicious ref
Bible Class ft
appreciate th
Thanks al
Coldwater C
inspiring "D
HAPPY BIRTH
Waggoner, V
whom celebt
We are
Cumberland
beautifully e

EFFERDENT

5 Ounce

Baby Oil
10 or.

There's nothing vs
I'm Just as health
I have arthritis ir
and when I talk, I
My pulse is weak a
But I'm awfully Iv!

TABLETS

Your
Choice

Regular
11.59 Value

('ardent.
1111...11 "AMU 01.,101111 ODOR,551
0.4.10,
•••10.•
on me

Our 1973 Pledge to You:

THE LOWEST POSSIBLE
DISCOUNT PRICES!!'

deep stains ..
Leaves dentures odor free.

Cleans

Regular.
'2.00 Value

79' Value

4
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Alexander-Wilham Engagement

KING it OUUN

Your Individual Horoscope

CONC044%

Frances Drake

A trilnite to
Harr\ Truman

ejkli>

By Abigail Van Buren

Junior King And Queen Crowned At New
Concord School; Intramural Games Held
Master Kenny Kingins, son of
Mr. and Mrs. David Kingins,
and Miss Tina Housden,
daughter of Mr and Mrs.
Ronald Housden, were crowned

fill,

,

1.,...". ,.,,

•

Barbara Jewell
HAVE TROUBLE
MAKING SELECTIONS?
Do you have trouble making
the proper selection of flowers
for this or that occasion" Why
bother' let your florist make
the selection Then, you can be
sure that it is the right derision Florists have the training and experience to make that
"right selection" of flowers
In fact, we take great pride in
being allowed to put together
unusual and artistic arrangements florists are just like
. they like to be given
artists
the opoortunitv to create something beautiful We like to feel
that every corsage is a masterpiece The smallest order receives the same attention as the
largest
When ordering flowers always call us We provide
!Reedy service We wire flowers to distant cities, and make
Inca! deliveries

npvi
St,
I 'It) At Poplar
1104#

Junior King and Queen of New
Concord Elementary School by
the reigning King and Queen,
Dewayne Hill and Christie
Curd, who presented the new
Queen with an arm bouquet of
red roses
were
Their attendants
Geraldene McCuiston and Jeff
Garrison ; Teresa Smith and
Tim Stephens;Nancy Fogle and
Jay Knight, Karen Wilson and
Bobby McCuiston; Debbie
Stubblefield and Allen Hill. The'
King and Queen and their attendants were presented
trophies
Bob Allen, principal announced the New King and
Queen and their court as they
marched to their throne to
music provided by Earl Hicks.
The Crowning festivities were
followed by the annual intramural games
The little King was the big
gun of the night as he pumped in
16 points to lead Letts' Racers
over Pools' Pros 26 to 15. Terry
Cunningham led the losers with
10 points.
In the second game of the
night McCuiston's bunch
romped over Redid's' room 24
to 9 Terry Stubblefield led the
winners with 15 points.
The third game saw the Third
grade gain an overtime victory
over the fourth grade by the
score of 8 to 4.
The last game of the evening
saw the Sixth grade whip the
ktfth grade by eocere of 1-5 to 6.

I.
Ii

II
II
II
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II

FERN

GAZETTE TERRACE

Published at:
1505 Stadium View Drive, Murray. Ky
Editors MONA PURDOM
There's nothing whatever the matter with me
I'm just as healthy as I can be I have arthritis in both my knees,
and when I talk, I speak with a wheeze.
My pulse is weak and my flood is thin
But I'm awfully well for the shape I'm in.
I think my liver is out of whack
And I have a terrible pain in my back
My hearing is poor and my eyes are dim
Most everything seems to be out of trim.
But all things considered,
I'm feeling fine.
Arch supports for both my feet
Or I wouldn't be able to walk down the street.
My fingers are ugly, stiff in the joints
My finger nails I can't keep in point.
Complexion is bad due to dry skin,
But I'm awful well for the shape I'm in.
night.
My dentures out. I'm restless at
And in the morn, I'm a frightful sight
Now the moral is, as this tale we unfold,
That for you and me, who are growing old,
It's better to say,"I'm fine" with a grin.
in!!
Than to tell everyone of the shape we're
NEWS
became members of
WELCOME:....Three newcomers
We welcome: Mr.
week.
our Lodge Family this past
Nora Skaggs all from
Mrs.
and
Farris
Bunnie
Mrs.
and
Murray, Ky.
Residents and employees of
ENTERTAINMENT:
songs, Food for Thought, and
enjoyed
Terrace
Fern
all provided by the Ladies
ents
refreshm
delicious
Church of Christ. We
Bible Class from the University
in such a nice way.
us
about
thinking
their
te
apprecia
Class from the
Bible
ladies
the
Thanks also to
brought us a most
Coldwater Chore* of Christ who
inspiring "Devotional in Song."
Congratulations to Mrs. Laura
HAPPY BIRTHDAY:
Bun Ray all of
Waggoner, Virginia Pattison and Mr
past week.
this
s
birthday
ed
celebrat
whom
Pleasant Grove
We are grateful to the North
Society for the
ry
missiona
Cumberland Presbyterian
cakes.
birthday
d
decorate
ly
beautiful
Heart felt sympathy is extended to one
SYMPATHY:
death of her
of our staff members, Inez Lovett in the
father, Jesse Lovett

DEAR ABBY . On Dec 26, just a few moments
radio
after I heard that Harry Truman had died. your CBS
your per:
program came on and the entire program was
sonal tribute to Harry Truman!
you
Were you in the studio at the time' I can't believe
minspoke extemporaneously' about Mr Truman 'for five
-utes without some preparation
your
I was always under the impression that you taped
of
advance
in
months—
erhaps
weeks—p
s
radio program
their broadcast dates
,
If your tribute to Harry Truman was taped in advance
of
did you have a premonition ithru F S P or sonic kind
on
psychic phenomenon] that Mr Truman was going to die
that day, or was it an incredible coincidence'
It was not only a beautiful tribute, it was interesting
arid informative U you have a copy of that script, will you
please publish it in your column" I would like to keep it,
since Harry Truman was one of my heroes, too.
CURIOUS IN L. A.
DEAR CURIOUS: My tribute to Harry Truman was
his
taped at the Hollywood CBS radio station long before
it
Last illness. and it was sheer coincidence that I scheduled
some
have
I
Altho
died
he
day
very
the
to be aired on
having
fairly accurate premonitions, I lay no claim to
E. S. P.
ago
I read it from a script which I had written months
And here it is
"Mr. Truman has long held a very special place in my
affection. Altho I do riot collect autographed pictures of
celebrities, there is one hanging on the wall of my den of
Harry Truman
"We never met, but we have a mutual friend—Mr
David Noyes, who collaborated with Truman on his book
'Mr. Citizen' Mr. Noyes told me that Bess and Harry
enjoyed reading Dear Abby in the Kansas City Star, whereupon I told Mr. Noyes that I was a Truman fan, too For
one thing, my late father bore a striking resemblance to
Truman—particularly in photographs Same broad smile,
thinning hair, and spectacles In addition, my father was a
devoted Democrat I can still remember the horse laughs
Abe Friedman got back in Sioux City, Iowa, when he predicted that Harry Truman would beat Tom Dewey in 1948'
"SO I ASKED DAVID Noyes I who was on his way to
Independence. Mo.] to ask Mr Truman to please ser4 me
an autographed picture of himself I received not only one
picture—but TWO'
"The first bore a huge ink blot on the bottom, where
Truman's old-fashioned fountain pen had leaked (about
midway thru the inscription!, but the second picture
was neatly inscribed, "With kindest personal regards to
Abe's daughter from Harry Truman, July 30. 1964"
'When the name of Harry Truman is mentioned, some
of his detractors will remind you that he couldn't even
make a success of a little haberdashery business in Kansas
City They fail to mention I or perhaps did not know] that
Harry Truman refused to file bankruptcy and let his credi
tors hold the bag. He paid back eves-TINA—and it took him
10 years to do it
-Not many people knew that after Harry's graduation
from high school in Independence he received an appoint
meat to West Point. but was rejected because of poor
eyesight_ However, he enlisted in the field artillery in
World War I, saw action abroad, and returned a captain.
"HE MARRIED BESs Wallace. hl childhood sweetheart whom he had known since he was 7 and she was 6
When they were married, Harry was 35 and Bess was 34
'Harry went into politics in 1922 when he was elected
as one of the three presiding judges of Jackson County
AM while Truman was a judge,'he took Law courses at the
Kansas City School of Law, after which he decided to run
for the U S Senate And he won'
"After only 10 years in the Senate, Truman was chosen by Franklin D Rooseve't to be his ?sinning mate in
1914. Together they yvon, and Harry S. Truman was sworn
in as vice president in January 1945 Three months later,
Roosevelt died, and Harry Truman became the President of
the United States
"At his first pres,s conference, he said to newsmen
'Boys, if you've never prayed before . . pray for me.'
"When history is written, I think Harry Truman will he
remembered as one of our greatest Presidents "

Methodist Women
Coldwater Church
Hold Regular Meet

Chili fiesta
In saucepan, cook onefourth cup g7en pepper
strips in one tabkspoon butter
or margarine until tender.
Add one can (1114 ounces)
condensed chili beef soup.
Gradually blend in one soup
can water. Heat stir now and
then. Garnish with corn chips.
2 cups
/
Makes about 21

(Wilson Woolley Photo

Miss Cynthia Lynn Alexander
Dr and Mrs Rex Alexander of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Cynthia I.ynn. to John Edward William, son of Mr. and Mrs. -VW.
Willuun. also of Murray.
Hazel Snyder of
Miss Alexander is the granddaughter of Mrs.
and Mrs. Fred
Mr.
of
grandson
the
Murray, and Mr Wilham is
Bradshaw of Bergin, Ky
The bride-elect will graduate in May from Murray State
University with a Bachelor of Science Degree in elementary
education She is a member of Kappa Delta Pi, honorary
education society, Alpha Chi, honorary scholastic society, and
11pha Omicron Pi, social sorority.
The groom-elect will be a senior this fall at Murray State
University and is majoring in construction technology He is a
member of Epsilon Pi Tau, honorary industrial education
•
fraternity and Sigma Chi, social fraternity
The wedding will take place on Saturday, May 5, al seven-thirty
o'clock in the evening at the First United Methodist Church. The
reception following the ceremony will be held in the church social
hall.
Only out of town invitations will be sent, but all friends and
relatives of the couple are invited to attend the wedding and
reception.

—

Mir. 713 1517

Mrs. J. B Burksen
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HEALTH CLUB
2 DAYS A WEEK
/
NOW OPEN 51
Monday to Friday 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Saturday 9 Lm. to 12 Noon
— PHONE /53-2962 -
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VANITY- FAIR,
Greek Gathering Gown of nylon
tricot with anti-cling Antron III is
just comfortable as it is shapely,
with a softly gathered bodice that's
lined with sheer and silhouetted with
a slim, self-corded tie.

No-show nylon Tricopaque takes
beautifully to tri-color contrast for
this floor -length counterpart

Exquieely F93hiorol
for ti6
quing qou Dmd

The United Methodist Women
of the Coldwater Church met
Monday, February 5, at seven
o'clock in the evening at the
church
Mrs Josie Baker presented
the program which consister of
scriptures from the Bible and
poems. The first three chapters
of Matthew were studied
A box of gifts was presented
to Elizabeth Jones, an ill
member.
were
Those
present
Meschnnes Estelle Adams,
Geraldine Puckett, Linda
Wilson, Dot Clark, Patsy Locke,
Helen Smith, Josie Baker,
Diana Tipton, Elizabeth Jones,
Jane Lamb, all members, Mrs
Lovie Finney and Mrs. Evelyn
Kinsley, visitors.
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Kenny Kingins and Tina Housden
—Crowned At New Concord

41W

FOR TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 1973
Look in the section in which undertake new ventures, but do
your birthday comes and find not hesitate where real adwhat your outlook is, according vantages abound. A somewhat
mild day, but tricky in spots
to the stars.
SCORPIO
ARIES
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
i Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Profits indicated in unexSome surprising changes
to
for the most part beneficial, pected areas; also a chance
depending upon how well increase your prestige with
managed. A good chance for superiors. An all-around good
making an advantageous day'
business agreement.
SAGITTARIUS
TAURUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Your intuition, foresight and
Irresponsible people make judgment should be at a peak
irresponsible statements. Do now, but don't let periods of
not be trapped, or follow any lethargy or indifference cause
in- you to offset good influences
suggestion ywithout
vestigating to truths
CAPRICORN
GEMINI
22 t6 Jan. 201 V
(Dec
-.
0
May 22 to June 21) 11411
Financial matters have an
If not advancing as you would elemeht of risk, so make your
like, change your pattern of moves slowly and deliberately.
operation Others may assist Personal relationships,
but, in general, you must draft however, promise to be exyour own program.
ceptionally Congenial
CANCER
AQUARIUS
(June 22 to July 23)
influences ( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Planetary
A day which calls for strong
somewhat mixed, but generally
and
on the favorable side. Yot. may discrimination. Be alert
do not
but
,
carefully
observe
pera
in
help
ed
'get unexpect
s into
sonal problem through a read unintended meaning
words or situations.
business associate.
PISCES
LEO
(July 24 to Aug '231
(Feb 20 to Mar 20)
Day may be somewhat
Pay no attention to the
irritating in spots — either dissenter or the pessimist,
through business associates except to be sure that they do
who prove difficult or some not interfere with YOUR efmisunderstanding with your ficient schedule. You can acmate. But hang in there - p.m. complish much.
hours find problems happily
solved.
YOU BORN TODAY are
VIRGO
endowed with a fine mind, great
(Aug. 24 to Sept 23
imagination and boundless
An average day in spots, ambition Your stamina and
better than usual in some areas. ability to bounce back after
A creative endeavor could not setbacks are outstanding, so
only bring great satisfaction, obstacles rarely dismay you.
but could eventually prove You are adept at using new
remunerative
gadgets, methods, are inLIBRA
ventive, foresighted and always
(Sept. 24 to Oct 231 tarn ready to make changes that
• Wait and watch before Yau mean Improvement

1/201
gOid

and Char

•
1/20 12
gold filled
locket
,nd

Gift. For

Otain

Dainty and beautiful
with hand engraved
design. A choice gift for
the girl yrru love Gift
boxed.
12 Kt gold filled
or Ldrket arid (ham
trom $3.95
Also available in
10 Xt. and 14 Kt gold

Lindsey's
Jewelry

"The Happy Yellow Store"
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Fireworks Permits
complete ban on the sale of
fireworks in the state.
According to Southworth, his
field inspectors will now be
instructed to confiscate any
fireworks found on display.
Anyone attempting to sell
fireworks may be subject to
prosectwon, he said.
Under the ban, only public
fireworks displays and the sale
of toy pistol caps are allowed.
Southworth cited "a substantial increase in the number
of fireworks accidents involving
children" as the chief reason for
his order. Many of those accidents might have been
avoided if the manufacturers
had complied fully with the law.
he said.
Each of the manufacturers
named in the permit cancellation order were charged
with identical violations of the
law: They were:
—Failure to provide the state
fire marshal with up-to-date
outlets
all
of
listings
distributing their products in
Kentucky
their
--Not
displaying
al V." 'WV
OW, DOVICV•II 0•v$ Vett
marshal's
fire
state
assigned
tro
All •••
Or VS wipo I
A
OMB =imam. wig gr.11
ive c,.
permit number on each Item
••44.4•4.•r rase •
••••••••••110• •
offered for sale.

FRANKFORT, Ky The
market for fireworks in Kentucky blew up last week
That seemed to be the most
immediate reaction when State
Fire Marshal Warren E. Southworth issued an order setting
Feb. 1 as the date for cancellation of permits held by all
fireworks manufacturers now
supplying Kentucky
"We're already receiving
inquiries about the order and, of
course. every manufacturer
asking for hearing will be
granted one," Southworth said.
However, at this point, it
appears uncertain whether the
firms will be allowed to renew
the cancelled permits.
Although aimed directly at
halting what Southworth termed an apparent failure by
manufacturers to comply fully
with a 1968 safe fireworks law,
the order apparently will also
have the effect of putting a

BROERINGMEYER
CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE
Now Open 6 Days A Week
Monday through Friday
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. to 12 Noon
New Staff Member: Dr. Tom Geerdes
Phone 753-2962

-Failing to submit all
fireworks, with an accompanying report by an approved testing laboratory, to his
office prior to putting the items
on the market.
According to Southworth, his
files do riot contain "so much as
single listing from any
a
manufacturer identifying
wholesalers or dealers who sell
their products in Kentucky."
"Nor have we received
samples of every fireworks
item now being sold in Kentucky before they were put on
the market," he said.
As an example, Southworth
displayed an assorted box of
fireworks recently sent to his
office by a Madisonville judge.
Although the box contained 14
separate fireworks devices,
Southworth's records showed
that the manufacturer had
submitted a total of only 11
devices to his office for approval.
In addition, many of the
devices were not labelled for
identification by content or
permit number.
Others bore labels showing
they were manufactured in
Taiwan or Japan, a practice
which Southworth questioned.
"It is my understanding of the
law that we issue permits to
allow
manufacturers which
them to sell approved items
manufatureed by them, not
something
which
has
been made somehwere eLse and
imported into this country," he
said

explosive compound—explode
when a string attached to the
bottle is pulled, sending the
confetti into the air.
"The entire bottle isn't
supposed to burst open in your
hand," said Southworth. "But,
in those two cases, that's
exactly what happened."
He also pointed to labelling on
the poppers which claimed they
were flameproof. When he
touched a match Co the confetti,
It went up in smoke.
"Can you imagine what would
happen if someone leropped a
match into a pile of that confetti
on the floor in a public place?
You'd have a holocaust," he
said.
The manufacturers whose
permits were cancelled are
identified as Elkton Sparkler
Co., North East, Md.; Acme
Specialties Corp.; River Grove,
111.; New Jersey Fireworks
Mfg. Co., Elkton, Md.; Consigned Sales Co., Inc., Grandview, Mo.; and Imperial Enterprises, Inc., Dayton, Ohio,

Record GI
Dividends
Announced

Record high GI insurance
dividends have been announced
AdVeterans
the
by
ministration. James G. Ratliff,
In short, what we have here VA regional office director in
is no control at all, and, as a Louisville, said 38,808 World
result, dangerous fireworks are War II and 1,271 World War I
getting into the hands of our veterans in Kentucky will share
in the dividends.
children," he said
The World War II veterans
Recently, two children were
injured at London when a will receive $2,771,000 in
"Champagne Party Popper" dividendsladuring the year,
burst in their hands, The pop- payable on the anniversary date
pers—filled with confetti and an of their policy World War I
veterans will receive $185,000
with an average individual
payment of $148. World War II's
average dividend will be $71.
This is $3 more for World War II
veterans and $7 more for World
War I veterans than in 1972.
Ratliff said the VA nationally
will distribute $297 million in
dividends this year, and this
highest
the
amount is
distribution ever made This is
the sixth consecutive year
dividends have been increased.
Ratliff said the dividends will
be paid automatically to those
veterans who have not elected
to apply them to addlihxj
coverage, and veterans aSIK1
not contact the agency: —
In force as 1972 ended was
$27.8 billion in dividend-paying
National Service Life Insurance
for World War II veterans, and
$729 million in U.S. Government
Life Insurance for World War I

App

Prices Good Mon.-Tue.-Wed., Feb. /2-14

'POLYESTER DOUBLE KNIT
Beautiful Spring Shades

Regular '3.88

LADIES

LADIES

PANTY HOSE

BE FREE

PANTIES
CALM II
DEODORANT

If a
pension c

LADIES SLACKS
Large Variety of Spring Colors

tADIES
100% Nylon

PEIGNOIR SET
Sizes S M L
Reg. '3.93

MONDAY TUESDAY • WEDNESDAY

SPORT COATS
10.each

AT DISCOUNT

MENS SOCKS
2 Pr. to Package

HIGH
FASHION

MEN'S SLACKS
Solids & Stripes

Spring Colors

Reg. i9.92

1 shirt laundered FREE
When brought in with
this coupon.
Good All Week

259
Laundered
SHIRTS

h.

;14
•,`C

$8941.
*4

MAI/Expires

Folded ,or
on Hangers.

One HOUR cLeaneRs
Central Shopping Center )
Open 1 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday-Saturday

Phorte 753-9084
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CPAs Clarify Tax Law
Application For Aged
This is the fourth of a series
of articles prepared by The
Kentucky Society of Certified
Public Accountants offering
advice on filing 19'72 Federal
Income Tax R
ers enjoy
Elderly taCs
certain breaks under Federal
tax laws, but some of the
regulations affecting them are
rather complicated. The
Kentucky Society of Certified
Accountants has' atPublic
tempted to dards the picture.
Beginning with the most
• clearcut provisions of the
Revenue Act, the CPAs, point
out that benefits under the
Social Security and Railroad
Retirement Programs are tax
exempt. Also, pensioners are
riot taxed on that portion of their
pension benefits resulting from
contributions, they, themselves,
made from previously taxed
Income.
Most other pension beneffts.
are taxable, but the tax rates
for the elderly, because of their
usually reduced incomes, are in
most cases low. Each person
over 65 gets a double personal
exemption, and since the
exemption went up to $750 in
1972, that means $3,000 In
exemptions for a couple above
that age. Taken together with
the low income allowance,
which also went up—from 91,050
to 91,300—this means the couple
can have an Income of 94,300
over and above their Social
Security benefits without incurring any tax obligations.
If a person has received
pension or annuity benefits that

'Good Neighbors, Help Improve Community Life, Says Red Cross

are taxable, the CPAs
recommend that he call or write
the nearest IRS office to obtain
simple forms for reporting
them and computing the tax
due
To avoid having to pay one
large tax on pension earnings at
the end of the year, it is often
possible to arrange with the
company making the payments
to withhold income tax from the
monthly pension check.
itetired people who receive
pdNng from Social
1Me or
jecarity can sometimes, save
up to a fen hundred dollars on
the taxes owed on investment
income by use of a device
called the retirement income
credit. For this, qualified
guidance is almost indispensable.
For the children of retired
people, the CPAs have a
reminder that an unmarried
.person may qualify for special
tax treatment as a "head of
household" if he provides more
than half the support of
dependent relatives. Relatives
other than parents have to live
in the taxpayer's home, but
parents can live elsewhere
If more than one child supports an elderl prent, yet
none provides more ian half
the support, one of theth can
still take the parent as a
dependent. The others must
agree not to claim the exemption this year In some familes
the children alternate in taking
the exemption, says the CPA
Society

722,947 disaster victims were
D.C. — public.
WASHINGTON,
given emergency care, and
of
items
largest
The three
Millions of "good neighbors"
105,846 families received inyear
the
expenditure -during
joined forces last year to inin resuming
were 953,116,926 for the dividual assistance
tensify and broaden American
ion's ,service to normal living.
organizat
Red Cross services to the people
Also featured is the historic
members of the U.S. armed
of the nation, and through the
, veterans, and their position taken by the Red Cross
forces,•
gift of their volunteer time and
for Board of Governors in ad919,586,064
talent, and their warm human families; prepaPiainess and vocating that the government
disaster
concern, "they contributed to
ions join the
relief; and $54,048,910 for the and other organizat
the dissolving of racial and
program, of which Red Cross in establishing a
blood
economic barriers and made
blood
941,790,411 was returned to the nationwide voluntary
their communities better places
in the form of civilian service in order to improve the
Cross
Red
in which to bye."
and federal hospital par- quality and quantity of blood
This is the keynote of the just- ticipation fees covering part of available for medical use, and
released American Red Cross blood collection and processing thus lessen the incidence of
Annual Report for 1971-72, costs, and in U.S. government transfusion-borne hepatitis.
which also lists the record in- research grants and contracts. During the year, the 59 Red
Cross blood centers collected
volvement of the American
"Seldom, other than during 3,565,114 units of blood, and
people in the work of the
agressive
the
organization. Besides the 'major wars, have Red Cross through
volunteers faced greater promotion of the medical
millions who were helped or
trained last year, a total of challenges in meeting basic yet benefits of component therapy,
E.
the organization was able to
1,661,565 adults served as Red changing,' haman needs,"
Roland Harriman, chairman, make available transfusable
Cross volunteers. Another
M. Elsey, units in excess of one and a half
George
2,658,100 persons voluntarily and
president, said in a foreword times the units of whole blood
donated their blood through the
organization; 7,165,100 students addressed to the American collected.
At U.S. military installations
took part in Red Cross service people.
programs in schools; and
Highlights listed in the reoort and medical facilities, 972,433
outstanding servicemen and their families
the
36,423,804 Americans gave include
financial support through thcir iesponsiveness of Red Cross in this country and overseas
Red Cross membership - con- volunteers and career staff in received welfare services—
victims of counseling in personal and
tributions.
helping the
During the 1971-72 fiscal year, devastating floods which swept family problems, help with
the American National Red 12 states, including much of the emergency and convalescent
Cross expended 9175,987,652 in
Eastern Seaboard, last June. leave, reporting on family
comand
helping disaster victims, aiding
Only a fraction of the $25 million conditions
servicemen, veterans, and their cost of this relief operation is munications, recreation for
families, and in providing blood reflected in the 919.5 million hospital patients, assistance to
for the ill and injured, safety expenditure for disaster relief relatives visiting hospital
and health training, and its In 1971-72. In 633 of the larger patients, and emergency
other services to the American disasters during that year, financial assistance.

ROSES
CENTRAL SHOPPING
CENTER

Got
a
tax refund
coming?

In local Red ('roes chapters,
welfare services were given to
587,087 families of servicemen,
138,014 veterans and their
families, and 61,345 other
civilian families. Veterans were
aided in preparing claims for
benefits or changes in discharge
records, and in a number of
communities, in finding jobs
following their discharge from
military service.
Red Cross Safety Programs
issued 4,414,156 certificates to
persons completing its courses
in swimming, life saving, small
craft safety and first aid. Of the
latter, thousands of certificates
were given to employees of
industry and business who
received first aid training
enable their employers to
comply with a provision of the
1970 federal Occupational
Safety and Health Act. This
provision requires the presence
of first aid-trained individuals
on job sites not in near
proximity to hospitals clinics,
or infirmaries.
Red Cross Nursing Programs
awarded 486,611 certificates to
persons completing courses in
home nursing, mother and baby
care, mother's aides and
disaster nurse training The
Red Cross made 4,815 nurse
assignments to disaster relief
operations. Taking part in Red
Cross chapter activities during
the year were 55.218 registered
nurses, 11,303 licensed practical

nurses, and 10,889 student
nurses.
Red Cross Youth activities in
1971-72 included the holding of
drug-abuse educational
sessions in schools; recruitment
of 18-year-old first-time blood
donors and training of young
volunteers to work in blood
collections; giving first aid and
fo r ; tutoring
child care instruct
n
inner city
ec
and recreatio
children; taking part in school
and community clean-up
campaigns and recycling activities; serving physically
handicapped and mentally
retarded children; and entertaining the elderly in
hospitals and nursing homes.
,On the world scene, the
American Red Cross assisted 51
other national Red Cross
societies, the League of Red
Cross Societies, and the International Committee of the
Red Cross in aiding victims of
disaster and civil strife and in
providing technical help to
developing societies. Total
dollar value of aid by and
through ARC was 92,114,911
"Often the newer aspects of
Red Cross service to the
community are not reflected in
statistics," the report states.
"But they are reflected unmistakably in the lives of those
served—the older American
given help in obtaining
governmental food assistance.
the drug-controlled, the shut-in

free offer of
Chicago,
special interest to those who
hear but do not understand
words has been announced by
Beltone. A non-operating model
of the smallest Beltone aid ever
made will be given absolutely
free to anyone answering this
advertisement.
Try it to see how it is worn
in the privacy of your own
home without cost or obligation
of any kind. It's yours to keep,
free. It weighs less than a third
of an ounce, and it's an at ear
level, in one unit. No wires lead
from body to head.
These models are free, so w
suggest you write for you
now. Again, we repeat, there
no cost; and certainly no obli
Ration. Write to Dept.
Beltone Electronics Corp., 4201.
Victoria, Chicago, Ill. 606464
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HARDY TREES
'
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your

BANKAMERICARO
wekxime

APPLE TREES
4 to 5 Foot Toll
•STAYMAN WINE SAP elONATHAN
•DOUBLE RED ROME -

i
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$

ASSORTED
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litmiigor,iAIlT. Da9yypoDs $347
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MAPLES
II
$ 1 92

FLOWERING

l'iffellI

SHRUBS

Pink or White

5 to 6 Feet Tall
Silver or Red

PEACH

Ideal for New Lawns!

/1

Afraid
you're
going deaf?

BINZ UBBENINi VALIZ
* PRICES GOOD MON.-TUES.-WED., FEBRUARY 12-13-14 *

10-lb. Bag

Advertisement

.a11

MURRAY, KY.

KENTUCKY
. 31 TALL
FESCUE
GRASS
SEED

reassured through a telephone
program, the veteran readjusting to civilian life, the
student in need of tutoring
assistance, and the migrant or
the minority member trying to
better his living standards."

4 to 5 Feet Tall
•Elberta •1. H. Hale
•Belle of Georgia

$297

PEAR
4 to 5 Feet Toll
•Kieffer .Bartlett •Orient

Add a touch of color to
your planting with flowering
shrubs and trees.

$ 1 92 $ 9,?
$ 1 92

DWARF
$‘247
ALL PURPOSE * PEAR *PEACH *APPLE
FERTILIZER
VIGORO

You could get the full amount right now!

immediately.
We can loan you the money
want.•
you
things
No waiting to do those
how much
its
Tell
Phone or slop in and apply.
up a Tax
set
We'll
you.
orJes
the goverimient
the loan
repay
can
Yott
now.
right
Refund Loan
when your refund aiTives.
loan money
- (Owe tax money? IAA les-h('lp. We
to pay taxes. too. Phone.)

Loans and financing in any amount up to
$7,500, including loans ow real estate
, Adis\

•

7
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10-1b. Bag

47

50-FT. CORONET

•100% Vinyl

!

Bea-Ait Center '4fAuilratt.1!:

• .Ross Wilder, Mgr.

Ph: 753-5573

•Heayy Duty Metal

•Solid Brass Couplings
•Guaranteed 8 Years

•Sturdy Wood Handle
•White Wood Pickets
•Approximteiy 8 inches Tall

I 1/r/f/f

•)11

HOE or
SPADE

GARDEN
HOSE

$ 1 77

•Each Piece 36 Inches Long

Over Half Businessmen Favor New
Tax Incentive In Rural Sections
some 150 Representatives
endorsed rural tax incentive
bills during the 92nd Congress.
Leading sponsors were Senator
James Pearson, Kansas, and
Representatives Keith Sebelius,
Kansas, and Joe L. Evins,
Tennessee.
Most Americans would
really prefer to live in the
countryside if they could only be
assured the economic opportunity that will allow them to
a decent living and
earn
provide for their families," said
Representative Sebehus.
Rural Job Development
legislation has been boosted as
a "no-cost" solution to both
rural stagnation and urban
population pressures, since It
calls for no expenditures by the
government Business firms
who qualify would be eligible
for an additional 7. per cent
Investment Credit on equipment purchases. accelerated.
depreciation, and tax deducg
tion of 50 per cent of wages paid
during on-the-job training for a
limited time

A tax incentive which is also a
job-creating incentive sounds
like a good Idea to a majority of
the independent business
community.
Anticipating renewed support
in the new Congress for
legislation to stimulate new job
and businesses in rural areas,
the National Federation of
Independent Business finds 57
per cent of the small and independent proprietors in favor
Of this proposal Its poll shows
n per cent In opposition and the
renaming 10 per cent taking no
114111 position
Rural Job Development
proposal calls for three tax
incentives to influence new
businesses to locate in rural
areas In addition to stimulating
the rural economy, sponsors
believe it wuuld stem the
relentless migration of rural
job-seekers into metropolitan
areas, which compounds urban
problems.
independent
Kentucky
this
registered
owners
response . 64 per cent endorse
the proposal, 26 per cent express opposition, and 10 per cent
take no stand on the issue
Heaviest support is in the upper
midwest plains) states, lowest
in New England.
The Federation, on the basis
of such business support has
campaigned for Rural Job
legislation
Developthent
through a radio-spot campaign.
-Operation Build America "
Hali.0( the U.S Senators and
CesiCts
AS .riAlA4tAhl
Of THE NATATION
COMMITTEE :
1-sAVE A Stfltrki
FO( YCLI!

There would be no revenue
loss to the government, but
rather the government would
take a smaller slice of earnings
from expanded business activity, which might not be
started without the incentives.
A Missouri businessman
wrote in support of the
legislation•'We have grown
from an average of about 25
employees to 100 It has not
been easy and we continually
I COULDN'T TELL LAX FEFORE

8ECAu5E TAIS KM ALL Rai
i•Ill504-14)94 NIT NOW I CAN TELL.
YOU GUESS WHAT WE'RE 60616
EWE ist:U A 7E57IMONAL CANNER

lose good help to the expensive
but high-paying cities. Growth
can be made In rural areas, but
help is needed to offset the
training expenses, extra
freight, extra phone calls, and
inconveruence of repair parts
and supplies The cities will
scream that this is unfair, but
legislation to help the rural
areas can be the salt anon of our
cities."
An earlier Federation survey
showed that independent
owners generally would like to
see more jobs in their comn
munthes, even if this me
increased coometttion an
higher local taxes.
Congress passed a Rural
Development Act in late 1972,
providing grants and loans
through the Farmers Home
Adnurustration to encourage
rural residents to acquire or
estabtish small businesses. But
the Federation believes the nocost, tax-incentive program
would be much more effective
in revitalizing the nation's rural
economy

New Veteran
Program Is
Established

ATLANTA-A new Veterans'
Program Unit • has been
established within the Office of
Education to provide leadership and coordination for improving services to veterans,
HEW's Office of Education has
announced:
Education activities
currently underway in behalf of
veterans include counseling,
services in HEW regional offices and overseas; student
financial aid programs, and a
Special Talent Search-Upward
Bound Program that is helping
veterans overcome educational
deficiencies,newly-created
The
organization also will have
responsibility for coordination
of Office of Education activities
with those of other agencies
operating programs in behalf Of
veterans such as the Department of Defense, the Veterans
the
Administration, and
Department of Labor.
Another function of the
Veterans' Program Unit will be
that of an advocacy office for
the use of all appropriate
resources and programs within
that are
Cookies crumb e Rich ones the Office of Education
the most. Instead of tht-uwuu; capable of helping returning
crumbs out with tiw bag start a servicemen and women adjust
collection In covered jar. any to civilian life
In the Southeast, additional
amount of their sugar and spice.
out or resin goodness can add information can be obtained by
up to dessert top sprinkles And writing to the Region IV Office
for free Refrigerate until of Education, U.S. Department
enough to stres% on ice cream. of Health, Education, and
creamy 'Raiding,. gelatin or Welfare, 50 Seventh Street, NE,
fruit
Atlanta, Georgia 30323.
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LEGAL NOTICE

HELP WANTED

.e.

AVON HELPS make dreams IN THE CALIAMAY CIRCUIT
come true! Need extra cash for a COURT
Civil Action File No.dishwasher? An Easter outfit?
Color TV? Find out how easy it is FLOYD NIXON AND ROBERT
PLAINTIFFS,
to make money in your spare 0. MII.I.F:H.
MASTER CONINIISSIONER'S
time, as an Avon RepresenSALE
tative. Call: 443-3366, Collect.
VS.
12C
March
PAUL FLEMING AND BARBARA FLEMING.
WANTED EXPERIENCED body Husband and Wife, d-b-a
man. Apply in person at Gene's GRAFIK
Body Shop, South 4th Street, SPECIALTIFS AND GRAFIK
F13C ADVERTISING;
Boating Safety Seminar was conducted by Robert E. Johnson, Murray_
MONK STALIANS; PEOPLES
Third
Class
left,
Officer,
Examination
1)i'. '.on XXVII Courtesy
OF MURRAY
BANK
aad
SOMEONE TO do house cleaning
E's Alex Pearson, Boating Safety Officer, U.S. Coast Guard,
KENTUCKY: BYRON FORin
Panoram+
week
days
per
two
City,
right.
The
Calvert
of
Siegfried
R.
Lester
Captain
Dikisiun
BUS: and OTHER
DIN tsioe Seminar as held at Moor's Resort, Saturday. -January Shores. Send name, address.
OF
.17
phone, and desired wages to Box UNKNOWN CREDITORS
F14C GRAFIK ADVERTISING
577, Murray, Ky.
AND GRAFIK SPECIALTIES
DEFENDANTS.
EXPERIENCED WAITRESS for
By virtue of an Order of Salt
Saturday night and Sunday. Must made and entered in the above
Feb. 8, 1973
be neat and efficient. Good styled action on the 17th i day of
ADULTS 106
working conditions, good tips. jslo January. 197,3. the undersigned
NURSERY 7
phone .cails. Apply Colonial Master Conunissioner will, on
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
House Smorgasbord.
F15C Thursday, February 15. 1973, at
Mrs. Steve Sexton and Baby
I 00p in, at the South door of the
Girl, 1310 Wells Blvd., Murray.
Calloway County Court House,
man
for
ROUTE
WANTED
The Safe Boating Seminar for
DISMISSALS
upon a credit of 33 one-third per
Miss Frances Elizabeth Courtesy Motorboat Examiners Murray and surrounding area. cent cash and the balance due in
of
age.
24-36
years
Preferably
U.S.
of
the
Brown, 1319 Olive, Blsgd., of Division XXVII
at the Regal ninety days secured by a bond
Murray, Mrs. Elizabeth Pauline Coast Guard Auxiliary was held Phone Mr Ladd
with approved surety for the
Walker, Rt. 9, Bowling Green, Saturday, January 27 at the Motel, Monday or Thurpurchase money, sell at public
Fl5P
sday.
Master James Thomas Powell, Moor's Resort on Kentucky
auction, to the highest and best
Rt. 4, Union City, Tenn., Freddy Lake. Robert E. Johnson,
bidder, property described in the
Lamar Hendon, Rt. 7, Murray, Division Examination Officer
order as follows, to wit:
wanted.,
MANAGER
PLANT
William Brown Houk, Dexter, presided at the Seminar.
1.0T I: .Various electrical
Durward Bennett, Rt. 7, Assisting him were Division Man with capability of setting up
saws, sander,
office
new
metal
and
managing
Siegfried,
H
Lester
C„aptain,
Ellen
Mrs.
Nancy
Murray,
equipment, air conditioner,
plant
in
stamping
land
vacation
Alex
Doss. 99 Riviera Cts., Murray, and Third Clas&s EN.
opened
paint,
and
Mrs Rita Darlene Kelso, Box Pearson, Boating Safety Officer region Must be knowledgeable in
miscellaneous tools.
-press
punch
operations,
Boating
Guard
Coast
the
from
Miss
Mitzi
32, Lynn Grove,
101 2:
Kenee Parker, Rt. 7, Murray Safety Detachment in Paducah. automatic feeds and tool and die
Heat printing machine with
The purpose of the seminar maintenanee. Send resume to
Mrs Jean Hurt, 1708 Calloway,
letters, silk screening machine
Murray
I.
James
Johnson,
necessary
the
review
to
was
Murray, Mrs. Wanda Ornelia
the ('bomber ot Commerce. Box 190, with 150 silk screens and sup.
for
Ellison, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs. requirements
Fl6C plies, flocking machine with
Helen B. Rayburn, 410 S. 6th, Auxiliary's Seal of Safety Decal Murray, Ky. 42071.
supplies, lamp machine to make
pleasure
boating
to
awarded
May
Lena
Mrs.
Murray,
St.,
silk screens
said.
Bucy, Box 241, Puryear, Tenn. crafts, a spokesman
LOT 3:
Examiners from Murray, SMILING WOMAN under 60, to
Approximately 205 dozen
Paducah, and Moor's Resort assist in my business. For inshirts, sweaters and jackets
CME
1973
Mrs.
call
terview, appointment,
were present. The
will be
The purchaser
Decals were given to each Doran, 753-8970 between 2 and 4
required to execute bond for the
Fl4C
flotilla so that examiners can p.m.
deferred payment with approved
start working on the waterways
surety, bearing interest at the
of Western Kentucky.
rate of 7 per cent per annum from
A new decal is being Inthe day of sale until paid, payable
boats
for
year
troduced this
to the undersigned Commissioner
under 16 feet which meet
Please
and a hen shall be retained upon
Federal requirements, the
Check Your Ads the property as additional
LOS ANGELES (AP) - A spokesman said. It is called the
security
We'd like to cheek each
nationwide study of 1,800 per- Federal Equipment Check and
The purchaser may pay cash
is
it
sure
to
make
Want Ad
sons is being set up to find out may be awarded to any boat in
and stop interest if he so desires
printed just the way you
whether "spot welding" of that class which has all Federal
'The merchannise must be
want It, but in suck a fast,
:
blood vessels in the eye helps equipment on board.
from the building on
removed
It
operation
Large
volume
to prevent the eye damage of
Although these do not meet
Story Avenue immediately to the
just
isn't
possible.
CME
rigid
advanced diabetes.
more
the
rear of J & S Oil Company on or
Sixteen clinical centers requirements, it is an opbefore February 20, 1973
proof
carefully
Each
114-Uacross the country are to enroll portunity for this size boat to be
Interested parties ma inspect
read, of mese, but still an
100 to 150 diabetics each for the checked for safety equipment.
the merchandise as hereinabove
content
in
can
occur
error
volbe
will
All
five-year study.
Officer Pearson explained new
set forth by contacting the
or classification.
unteers in a study of the most Federal regulations and adMaster Commissioner at any
rapidly growing cause of blind- ditions for 1973.
time before the date of sale
In
your
error
an
you
If
find
the
ness.
The Auxiliarists from
Amount to be raised apad or if ad is omitted, and if
A key feature of the planned Murray-Kenlake ,Flotilla
proximately
$5,000.00.
you notify us the first day
study is that only one eye of receiving instruction were Dr.
This the 1st day of February
be
we'll
error,
of
such
treated.
be
will
Mrs.
each patient
and Mrs. Thomas Hopkins,
1973.
responsible for correction.
And the choice of which eye is Robert E. Johnson, Mr. and
Frank Ryan
conSorry, but if error
to be treated will be done at Mrs. Neale B. Mason, Mr.
MASTER
COMMISSIONER
of
first
day
after
tinues
objectivity,
assure
Ken
Mr.
random to
James I. Schempp, and
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
are
we
if
and
appearance
scientists said.
Stevens.
not notified the first day
If in the course of the study it
Any boat owner who desires
F2-9-12('
is made, the
error
very
that
apparent
CME
the
becomes
to be checked for
yours.
Is
responsibility
are
AUTOS FOR SALE
good or very bad results
boating safety decal or the new
being produced, the treatment FEC decal may call 753-2277 or
So, please check your
1970 PLYMOUTH Road Runner,
will be changed, according to 753-8457 and an examiner will
advertisement each time it
excellent condition, $1575.00. If
the researchers designing the meet him. Auxiliary check
appears and notify our
interested phone Ken Smith days.
points will be announced for
study.
Classified Department
described
early
was
F16C
Murray
Paris 642-9161.
study
of
areas
The
different
promptly in case of an
Tuesday to a science writers in the spring but boats can be
error. Thank you for your
1966 CHEVROLET excellent
seminar on ophthalmology by checked now. There is no
cooperation.
biostaa
Knatterud,
the
service,
-condition, low mileage. Must sell,
this
Genell
Dr.
charge for
$300.00. 1961 Falcon wagon,
tistician at the University of spokesman added
$45.00. Bethel Church Road, Box
Maryland, the coordinating cen414. Murray. ,
Fl3P
ter for the study.
The seminar was sponsored
by Research to Prevent Blind1969 PONTIAC Catalina, air
„,4i..14055
3 Part of to beness Inc., a national research
conditioned, all power, four door
4 Greek letter
as
Music
York.
New
in
foundation based
5 Walks
sedan
written
Excellent conditioa.
6 Prickly plant
The eye disease to be studied
4 College degree
Phone 753-4764 or Richard
7 'Fish eggs
a
(abbr )
retinopathy,
diabetic
called
is
8 Possessive
F12C
Walker, 753-1854.
6 Body Pt
pronoun
soldiers
major complication of diabetes
Coniunction
9
Shakespearian
one
II
In 1930, it caused less than
10 Pieces of
character
1972 DATS'JN 240-Z, red with
dinnerware
per cent of all new cases of 13 Every 60
12 Note of wale
minutes
States.
white interior. Low mileage
United
the
blindness in
Bread
14
Spanish
15
Phone 753-5005 or 753-9835 after
ingredient
article
Now it is considered respon17 Falsehoods
Studio
5:00 p.m.
F12C
sible for more than 15 per cent 16
20 Spoken
18 Diphthong
blindness.
of
cases
Teutonic
23
19 Behold,
of all new
deity
37 Painful
48 Faces at
21 .5acred hull
1969 CHRYSLER New Yorker
Two methods of treatment 22
36 10/10We
watches
Bristle
24 Height
four door sedan. 1963 Buick
51 Gaelic
(abbr 1
39 Old name lor
will be tested, both of them in- 24 Courageous
53 Sluggish
25 Unlocked
Special station wagon. Phone 753cluding the use of light beams 26'person
41 Withered
57 lamprey
Places
27 classify
F14C
6202 or 753-3648.
Stretcher
58 Symbol for tin
to coagulate the ballooning or 28 Things in law 30 Cook slowly
etr malt r 60 Poem
hn
4443
ca
Snares
bursting blood vessels in the 29
37 Sound a horn
Narrow
62 A state (Otte )
31
46 13
tn el-t...atiti 1 64 Earth codde
143bren
retina that mark the disease.
35 Spire
' °taming
1966 OLDSMOBILE four door
Saint
One light beam comes from 33 (abbr
1
2
3 :: „..,
3 7:sii`..,:e
a e 10
7
)
fair condition. $350.00, or
sedan,
the
34 Permits
an argon laser beam and
L....L.-ea:ILA best offer. See at 802 North 20th or
light
God of love
white
36
12
,
1..
xenon
.•
I4
.
13
a
from
other
'•••:,
.38 A state
phone 753-7964.
FIX
(abbr)
arc. They differ in wave
15
1 '..•. to
,
the
...
test
Seines
40
lengths. The idea is to
47 Instruments
1966 FORD F'airlane. Runs well.
-,."
1 ...•,.2
t9 70 :.:... 71
71
value of photocoagulation itself 45 Decline .
•!,•'.•..`
Phone Barry Glisker 767$250.00.
differing
.
6
''''''
47
Unwanted
the
of
value
and the
20
77 l'''....,„
'.'. 18
plant
Fl3F
767-6552.
or
,
.
wave lengths.
A0 Decorate '

Hospital Report

ISeminar On
Boating Held
At Moor's

Study To
Be Made On
Blindness

Advertisers

Crossword Puzzle

NANCY

LIL. ABNER
HE_RE's

sANDwiDcsES,
DEAR!? OH?At-4 WORRIES
1500T 'ICY-

MOT AS LoNEi..si AS
THti-it,DEAR.
(7-5/-/ALL AW
TELL HER y30ur
vEivus-??-)

PAGE El

CABBAGE'S

CHINESE COUSIN
The bola/Lical cabbage family
has an orilbntal member called
Chinese cabbage Also known as
celery' cabbage. the cabbage
Isis a tapered head. 14 to 16
inches long. Its leaves are
almost white in color Cooking
Chinese cabbage cut in small
pieces in a minimum of winter
till crisp tender or serve with a
cream sauce lightly dusted with
nutmeg

50 Apportion
5? Orkidess of
discord
54 I atm
conoinction
55 Negative
' Prefix
56 Amends
59 Preposthon
Al False show
63 Yearned .65 Girl's name
65 .Conipast
Point
h7 8.-fore
,
•
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58
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1966 WHITE Chevelle Super
Sport, 396. Newly upholstered,
blue interior, excellent condition.
Phone 436-5561 before 2:30
F14C
p.m.
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30 60

,. :.....4
'...
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NoT10E

NOTICE

Call

THE WANT ADs

WAY753-_1916
SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

Another View°

•si OI II. 1.

d-b-a

4,.. SHARON'S FIGURE
2/0
Hazel, Ky. SALON Phone 492-8861

GRAFIK

PEOPLES

Join in the FUN and get ready for the

DIV FOR -

ler of Sal;
the above
l7th day ot
ndersigneti
r will, on
15. 1973, at
door of the
urt House.
le-third per
ince due in
by a bond
I) for the
I at public
st and best
ribed in the
it
lectrical
office
ditioner,
and

- Wintk Open 6 Days0
REAL ESTATE t OR SALE

1

THREE BEDROOM houses
central heat and air, built-in oven
and range, carpets. Five miles
north of Murray, just off HighF21C
way 641. Phone 753-5639.

i3RICK DUPLEX apartment
from
building, one block
University. Electric heat, wall to
wall carpeting, panel walls, lots
of closet space and built-in
dressers. 75'x140'. Each apartment has living room, bedroom,
kitchen and bath with shower.
Well insulated with rockwool in
the ceiling, storm doors and
windows. Good investment
property for only $25,500.00.
Including two electric table top
hot water heaters, 2 electric
electric
2
and
stoves
refrigerators. Also furnished
with 4 beds, 2 kitchen tables with
8 chairs. Now renting for $2,400-00
per year. Shown by appointment
only. Phone John Pasco, Jr., 753TPNC
7278.

chine with
ig machine
a and supchine with
.ne to make

205 dozen
jackets
will be
)ond for the
th approved
rest at the
annum from
aid, payable
irrunissioner
gained upon
additional

iy pay cash
e so desires
e must be
building on
lately to the
npany on or
1973.
may inspect
hereinabove
acting the
ier at any
of sale
raised ap-

dif

f February

INVESTMENT PROPERTY
Two bedroom furnished house
with living room, kitchen, utility
room and bath, paneled walls
electric heat, storm windows and
storm doors, newly painted
Large lot 93' 'x140'. Now rentini:
for $100.00 per month. Priced for
- --quick sale at $12,750.00. thdudm
4 beds, 2 chest of drawers, kit
then table, with chairs, eketrid
stove, electric refriy,erator.
Shown by appointment only.
Phone John Pasco,Jr., 753TENC
7278.
THREE BEDROOM house with
full size basement, about one
acre, on blacktop near Coldwater. $11,000 or best reasonable
F15NC
bid. Phone 489-2110

1SSIONER
IT COURT
F2-9-12C

LAKE PROPERTY 7 room, lit
baths, 6 closets, corner lot,
145'x145', completely furnished,
with T.V. and chest freezer
Phone 436-5469 between 6.00 and
10 00p m.

SALE
sad Runner,
$1575.00. If
Smith days,
F16C

12-8 p.m.

For
Demonstration
Call . . .

Spiders

t'OR sALE

1 gi I TAKE IT, CONGRESSMEN, BY NOW
YOU'VE FORMED SOME OPINION' OF THE
PRE5IDEKV5 BUDGET."
FOR SAL!:

FOR SALE

Carry Germs

Protect Your Home!
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours a day the year
round Whiter and Summer.

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR

WAY"

KELLEY'S TERMITE
PEST CONTROL
Murray. Ky.

100S. 13th Street
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nile

Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years

v- Licensed by State of Kentucky
Member Chamber of Commerce

Call 753-2310

Get Your Sweetheart
Something Different This
Year for Valentine's Day-

a White's Metal
Detector

for Sears Low Price
on INSTALLED
SEAMLESS
ALUMINUM
GUTTERING
le percent Discount thru Feb.
sears
Ite"

for Treasure Hunting.
Priced from $78.85 to
$595.95
Authorized Dealer
Phone 753-1575
Monday thrd. Saturday

BOY'S TOP name brands, knit
coat, pants, shirts Perfect for
Perfect condition.
spring
Reasonably priced. Size 12-14,
husky Phone 753-4548 before 4:00
1TC
p.m

MILLIONS OF rugs have been
cleaned with Blue Lustre. It's '
America's finest. Rent electric
shampooer $1.00. Big K, Belaire
F17C
Shopping Center.

LF UNCHEON

SPECIAL....
Monday thru Friday
1 p m
to
10 a.m
Meat, 3 vegetables, toll
41.15.
'Drina a la carte. (You c
4 take it out too)

J Southside Shopping
Center sussur-

If You

Miss Your Paper
Please Phone
Your

•0

t'OR SAI F

STEREOS
from . . .
TV SERVICE CENTER
Where You Can Get

Good Service, Fine Quality,
Low Low Prices
Compare at '289"

BELTONE FACTORY fresh
hearing aid batteries for all
make hearings aids Wallis
F14C
Drugs.

AIR:
1 IHLOVES REP
MOBILI
Almo, Ky 0
North
0

Phone 753-0880
0
0
0
0 For: • AWNINGS • UNDERPENNING
0
• PLUMBING • PARTS • COLEMAN,:
0
DUO-THERM & INTERTHERM FURNACE/
0
0
0
PARTS
0
0
0 It has become essential for Mobile 0
0
0 Homes to be tied down!!
0
0
.
0
0 See Us For ..
0
0, Hurricane Straps and Anchors
0
0
0
Your Complete Mobile Home
•

O

,
Parts and Service Center
\NWIIWIWILIft4t.

rIMOLN&WIIWIWIM\MWft.N1\111

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE -

Special

LOUISVILLE, KY.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
NASHVILLE, TENN.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

While
They
.

r
t

127 ACRES bottom farrp; New
Hollon manure spreader; breakfast table and six chairs, I ,
( bronze) Phone 489-2225 after
Hwy. 641
F12P
5:00p.m.

Buy Your Component, Console & Car

CONCRETE STEPPING stones
blocks.
and concrete splash
Murray Lumber Company, 104
F14C
Maple Street

Last!

Ph. 637-2778
Ph. 525-1415
Ph. 256-5847
Ph. 621-2932

TRIANGLE INN
641 NORTH Pet Shop Pupils,
Eskimo spitz, chihuahuas, toy
poddles, beagles, fish and sup-•
plies. Phone 753-1862 or 753March 17C
9457.

CLOSE OUT sale on all shoes in
stock, over 1500 pairs to choose
from. Prices range from 22.00 to
$10.00 pair, nothing over $10.00.
This is a complete stock turnover
and everything must go. New
REPOSSF-SSED AM-FM stereo brands and styles arriving soon.
le
console. Responsib
party to Shoe Mart, 101 South 13th Street.
take up payments. J & B Music, Phone 753-7337.
F12C
F15C
753-7575

Catalog Sales Office

"Pants feel a bit snug"
Try a Carefully Seasoned,
Satisfying
VEGATABLE PLATE
69 Cents
TRIANGLE INN

Days 753-9135 - After 8:00 p.m. 753-4478
WILMLWIIIIMMINILMILIftWIMILIIIIMII,

Mon. thru In - Sat 9-4

T•rrnites
Eat Your

OFFICE •SHOP • STATION
Let us show you the modern, fast easy,
m_izt economical,trouble-free way to make
delicious brewed coffee.
- No Plumbing Neecird -

SUN!!

Lose pounds, inches and firm up in days
NOW for Summer FUN
8 STEAMS
This Week's Special
$500

TORS OF
NG
L"IAL TIES

SERVICES OFFERED

Murray
"Coffee Break"
Service

Go Where The Action Is!!

ND BAR
e,

.

ENCYCLOPEDIAS ( Groliers
Collegiate), original price
$350.03. Also includes set of
Popular Science; plus walnut
dining table. Any reasonable
Fl5P
offer. Prione 753-3538.

Medal TG-3205
Compact Music Systi•ei FM
Solid State 100 Watts (I P P
AM FM stereo Receiver Slide Controls Push Button's
'frns4; Stereo Tape -Pteyor Garrard Automatic Turntable Speaker Air Suspension
Diamond Needle 4.5 RPM Adaptor
Rear
Audio System in Two Enclosures with HOrn Diffusers
oust Cover 81.sck.
iaric
Ai essor y Panel Stereo Headphone
Cabinets
Finish
Walnut
Silver &
Cabinet Dimensions 25' s" W 93." H x 15, s"
x
Speaker En, losures 20" Mx 12' 7"W 17' "D

work on all
We have a qualified technician to
units.
transistorized
your proof of
When you make your purchase. get
misled.
warranty in writing-Don't he

TV Service Center
Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-5865

and
CLIPPING
POODLE
grooming. Experienced. Phone
March 12C
753-4881

TV Towers
Rotors and Antennae
At Wholesale Prices

WILL KEEP elderly person in
my home Phone 7534197. F12C

Central Shopping Center
Murray. Ky.

TV Service Center
4

F'RESS ESTIMATE on septic JERRY's REFINISHING &
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
tank installation Phone 753of Murray on Hwy. 641.
South
TFC
7850
Jerry McCoy. owner 05021 492TFC
8837
Pest
and
KELLY'S TERMITE
FREE ESTIMATE on spectic
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South tank installation. Phone 75313th Street -Every day you 7850.
TFC
delay lets bugs have their
TFC
Iray.••
WILL DO any kind of carpenter
work, large or small jobs Phone
March6C
753-7955.
Lickety Split Lunches
EATING NO
INSTANT
waiting for it to be ooked
Lickety Split
our
from
Cafeteria line & from our
soup 'N sandwich set up
(Have coup while we fix your
sandwich I Triangle ba

FOR ALL you additionsremodeling, residential or
commercial. New or old. Free estimates Call 753-6123.
TFC

NEW portable G.E.
FOUR CHOICE lots at Memorial ALMOST
ANTIQUE BECKWITH organ. Gardens, big savings. Phone 753- washer and Maytag dryer No
Phone
good shape. Phone 753-9457 F12C
BY OWNER, spacious four
F'16C special hook up necessary
8254.
Fl3C
753-9418.
bedroom brick home in Whitnell
air
20
central
and
with
heat
Gas
boat
Estates.
14' ALUMA Craft
NEW TWO gallon ice cream
MUSIC
conditioned, concrete drive, fully
H.P. Johnson motor, Moody freezer, electric. New 12 gauge 24' TRAVEL trailer, sleeps 8.
FOR RENT
landscaped, dead end street.
If No Results:
trailer, $700.00. Phone 753-6202 or Remington deer Slayer shotgun. Excellent condition. $4500 00. PIANO TUNING and Repair.
F13('
F14C .Jerry Cain, 753-8712, Registered
F14C
753-7482.
Interested' Call 753-7309.
753-3648.
Two new Mushroom boat an- Phone
Phone
NEW TWO Bedroom unfurnished
boat
craftsman Piano Technician
Two
each.
chors, 18 pounds
fully carpeted,
duplex,
TFC
TRAILER PARK,east of Murray folding clamp on swivel seats. TRAILERS IN Murray, 10•x411' Guild.
block
one
stove,
refrigerator and
94. Sixteen spaces. Lots of fishing equipment, like two bedrooms, washing machine,
on
Highway
FOB RENT
one
from shopping center. Also
Before 5:00 p.m.,
$13,000.00. Phone 753-6202 or 753- new. One set dock mooring set and underpinned. Phone
bedroom furnished apartment
F14C PIANO TUNING-Repair1-'14C
Complete Home
247-6107.
3148.
Then
braces. Police equipment. Mayfield
rebuilding. Prompt expert ser;4 block from university. Phone
Remodeling
belt
Brown
Sam
RENT
s,
handcuff
FOR
F12C
753-9135 or 753-4478
and disc. .. vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
After 5:30 p.m. and
USED SINGER sewing machine, cartridge holder, mother of pearl IHC 656 Tractor, plow
Modern Office Space-524
Dyer,
W
Ben
sale
for
pianos
1{USTIMAJ
zig zig and all regular at- grips. One new 12•x16' wagon box JD wagon with Parker tank. Blue
sq. ft.-first floor, central
Until 6:30 p.m.
753Ford mower. All like new. Phone Murray, Kentueky. Phone
FOUR BEDROOM house, large
tachments. Sews perfectly Fully canvas cover Phone 436heating, air, utilities
Fl4C 8911.
recreation room, two story. On
F'13P 753-5215.
753-0961
guaranteed. Full cash price 8501.
furnished, parking space.
TFC
for
Ideal
front.
water
lakeway
$29.50. Payments may be
If interested contact
TWO PIECE Kroehler living
college boys. Phone 753Fired
arranged. Write Martha Hopper,
Western Dark
PEST ('ONTROI.
BREAKING UP is hard to do room
piece
two
Fl3P
GENERAL HOUSE- wiring.
phone
suite;
or
3263.
s
,
Ky
Grower
Benton,
5,
Route
o
Tobacc
Red
The
ION!
have a new Magnavox naughahyde den set, light oak
you
when
ATTENT
Installation or rework. No job too
4€
F'
354-8157.
Association, Tobacco,
sprayed for
E
!Geranium in Canton is moving
color T.V. to give up. Must sell for trim, avocado green; white baby AVERAG HOME
lag or too small. Call Jim for
No
Building, 206-208 Maple
.
guarantee
month
Six
FURNISHED APARTMENTS, March 1 All present inventory is
February
balance due J & B Music, 753- bed with mattress and matching $15.00.
estimate, 436-2159.
Street Murray, Kentucky.
living room, kitchen, bathroom one-half price. Sale hours are 10
F15C three piece drawer chest; play monthly contract required. •
a bit Snug,
7575.
feel
"Pants
Tels. 753-3341-3342.
Superior Exterminating, tom- 19M.
Try a bowl Of soup 'N
with shower and bath. One or two to 5 daily.
February 21(
pen; orange swivel rocking chair. pans Phone 753-7266
Jim made of Norweilien hi."
F'15C
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apartit
Solve
?
TROUBLE
.r
HEART
Fl2C
& Swiss cheese ori Grv,
Phone 753-4548.
753Street,
16th
SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gutters
South
cottage
ment,
Merle
Greoan
bread (the
with a gift of love from
THREE ROOM furnished
WANT T()BUY
Made with olive oil I
February 27N(' •
manufactured and installed by
•
4th
107
North
,
Cosmetics
Norman
with electric heat, and air con- 6609.
Both for $I os
a
In
•
ood,
Atkins Gutter Installation.
neighborh
F12C
modern
12
on
Suite,
Good
•
Street,
ROOM
Murray.
LIVING
ditioning.
LARGE BRICK Colonial
Triangle Inn
it a
753-8407 or 753Fashions:
near university. Utilities paid. ONE BEDROOM 12' wide trailer,
15x19' carpet, and other acres in Dukedom, '2 mile high- Murray, phone
Goose
March 6C
•
753- ‘say frontage, new 4" well. Write 8992.
Phone
items.
eous
Couples only, no pets. Phone 753- electric heat, three miles from • miscellan
'.#
•
Jon boat, one
Shopping
INUM
16C
F13C
10'ALUM
F
Bel-Air
753-5998.
Phone
.
Fl2C
Murray.
Dukedom
1589.
9227.
owner. Box 155,
•
Fl2C.
• year old. Phone 437-4697.
Center
Service.
•
•
--Montgomery Ward
Tennessee 38226. February 27C JOHN S REPAIR
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
LE DISHWASHEli,
PORTAB
120.1 Chestnut
FIVE ROOM house near Kirksey,
l'arpentry. Phone 753-5897daYiler
- 01tr
<$
KIRBY VACUUM, an upright
G.E., bought new itIS September.
Sale WedrrsclaV.
TFC
good well garden spot. $35.00 per
753-71;25 nights
shag rug specialist that adjusts to
10 percent off all Returned
cutting board top Phone 753Has
month. Phone 753-5315 days or
GOOds
FOR SALE
F12C
all carpets. For sales and service
7149
Open till 1 00 PM.
F12NC
435-5771 evenings.
BULLDOZER WORK. trucking,
phone 767-6295 or 753-0359 after
saws. 5:00 p.m.
also bank grrivel, fill dirt and
19C
CHAIN
February
TE
HOMELI
THREE BEDROOM brick house,
registered Ap- BELTONE HF,ARING aid, fits
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138.
Lock Shop, 207
old
and
TWO
Saw
YEAR
Waldrep
F16P
utility and storage, 507 Whitnell
436-5697.
TFC
(all
ear.
the
'behind
broke,.
354-8161 after 5:00 put
or
20C
Green
South 7th Street. gtruary
AM -FM STEREO receiver n 40Paloose Stallion.
Avenue Phone 436-5580 $129.00
good
with
gentle,
Very
of
pair
(-------8 track tape player, one
Fl5C
•
per month.
excellent ‘/.01.1/0 I800-E. 1971 with AM-FM
INCOME TAX service, call 492THINKING OF first line quality two way air suspension speaki-rs. disposition. Will make
halter stereo. radials. Local one owher.
and
pleasure
western
8518, after 5:00 p.m. on week
than
prices.
our
Les.s
check
Then
condition.
carpet?
Excellent
Home of
THREE DOOR clean up shop,for
after 400 Low mileage. Call 753-0250 tx 753Fl5P
days.
Paint Store, 401 Maple one year old. Phone 767-3323 after stallion. Phone 753-7991
Hughes
Fl6C
•
TFNC 7856
rent immediately. Phone 753P.m.
fiC
TF'N('
March
"
Street.
9:00p.m.
The Wishing Well
F12C
4763.

excellent
e. Must sell.
on wagon,
Road, Box
Fl3P
talina, air
I', four door
conditioa.
- Richard
F12C

Paper Carrier
First

•Papering
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceiling Tile

753-1916

red with
v mileage.
3-9835 after
F12C

Bill Houghton

753-7278

iew Yorker
1963 Buick
i. Phone 753F14C
four door
$350.00, or
iorth 20th or
F13C
Runs well.
Glisker 767F13P
!Ile Super
pholstered,
t condition.
2:30
Fl4C

Rent A New
Blue Luster

SHAMPOOER

gif

READ the
WANT
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RHAY, KENTUCKY

Voter Reregistration Hopes Homer Adlich
TentiOti Marks Business Hinge On Use Of Volunteers Passes Away
At Age of 45
Nation
Throughout The
This Week In Business

hands, 72 in South Vietnam and until the Viet Cong turned over
7 in Laos, according to Hanoi's the US. prisoners due for recount supplied to the United lease.
States. The remainder are to be
Four hours later, the balky
Funeral services for Homer
The secretary of state's office
gistration form does not have
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
released at two-week intervals Viet Cong and North Vietnamthe will have almost instant infor- Adlich were held Sunday at two
by
signed
or
be
to
notarized
StoThelma
State
of
Secretary
in groups about the same size ese prisoners relented and
NEW YORK (API - Tension consi ermg the growing Ameritotal p.m. at Brewers United
vall says the widespread use of clerk. The registrant signs it mation, not only on the
as today's.
de deficit.
agreed to be released. With
in foreign exchange markets, in can
of eligible voters, but Methodist Church. Rev. Wade
of perjury.
number
penalty
under
may
be
the
only
volunteers
the
for
spokesman
The first group of released that, South Vietnamese authorIn onn a
congressional committee rooms
Thus, Mrs. Stovall said, the on actual voting broken down Harrison and Rev. T. Y. Snuthof carrying out massive
prisoners stepped out into free- ities said the U.S. prisoner reand in banking offices through- Finance Ministry reiterated the hope
have free rein to into age, economic and other ruler officiated.
volunteers
by the
dom
with sharp salutes, lease was back on the track.
out the nation marked the news goverament's determination to voter reregistration
Mr. Adlich, 45, Benton Route
without
reregistrations
process
patterns.
deadline.
25
Sept.
agreed
heads
the
their
at
smiles
and
cautious
keep the dollar
The Saigon government went of business in the past week
also will One, died at 1: 20 p.m. Friday at
report
provided
-monthly
hindrances
legal
A
law
election
all
new
a
Under
held high - their emotions ahead with its part of the pris"Monetary crisis," "credit minimum of 3.1500 marks. Letdoing.
tell exactly what is happening the Benton Municipal Hospital.
thinly concealed behind the for- oner swap, flying 200 Vietnam- crunch" and "spending ceiling" ting the dollar fall to a lower Kentuckians must register they know what they're
A graduate of Brewers High
many do not
that
is
with the voter rolls in each of
hitch
The
in
vote
Nobe
to
to
able
again
exswirl
American
help
mality of the moment.
the
rate would
were key phrases in
tese POWs to Phu Rai just beMr. Adlich was an
School,
as
procedures
counties.
the
120
the
all
know
vember
In gray jackets and dark low the demilitarized zone for
of developments as the Nixon porters and would cut into Gerbasketball player
be
outstanding
undoubtedly
before
attempts
will
"There
during
The revised process is ex- proven
gray trousers provided by their release to North Vietnamese administration and Congress man exports.
this year with during his high school days, and
elections to
problems
November's
some
last
rolls
swell
from
pected
the
to
Conbetween
North Vietnamese captors, the authorities. Another 735 were squared off in a battle over the
tussle
In the
bugs from computerization," was a member of the All-State
men released from the "Hanoi flown to Loc Ninh for exchange federal budget and the control gress and President Nixon over approximately 1.5 million regis- sign up new voters.
Mrs. Stovall said. "But after team in 1946.
Hilton" made their first contact there, a Saigon spokesman of appropriated funds, while the nation's purse strings, the tered voters last November to
"Many people were unable to
He was a member of the
it should be working beauthat
next
by
2
many
as
as
million
of
fate
worried
the
because
on
day
with home as emotionally said.
came
election
brokers
on
vote
initial battle
bankers and
United Methodist
Brewers
tifully."
hunNovember
including
charged crowds chanted, "Weltechnical mistakes and wersse-They were to be traded for over the upward pressure on in- of the Rural Environmental AsChurch and an employee of the
of
votdreds
of
new
thousands
StoREAP
Mrs.
come home. We love you."
complaints,"
Program
sistance
ceived
prisonrates
Vietnamese
terest
1,035 South
B. F. Goodrich Chemical Co.
The applause and cheers ers held by the Viet Cong.
vall said.
On top of these problems with the House voting 251 to 142 ers.
He is survived by his father.
in
Mrs
Stovall
an
said
But
from the excited crowd of sevThe U.S. prisoners released came the strike Thursday of to reinstate it The $225 million
Will Adlich, Benton Route One;
She said the lesson to be
eral thousand military person- from Hanoi and the South Viet- the United Transportation Un- program, which the President interview that "we're behind in
must
his wife, Lila Adlich, Benton
nel, dependents and newsmen namese jungle prisons were ion against the bankrupt Penn eliminated last December, pro- most cases" despite some in- learned is that volunteers
the
with
efforts
their
coordinate
Route One; one daughter,
such
as
novative
techniques
were steady as the POWs, said to be those held captive Central Railroad, sending vided 65 cents a day to farmers
(Continued from Page 1
Connie Susan, at home, one son,
local county clerk, who alone
door-to-door
registration by
some of them limping, walked longest or those in the worst freight shippers and commuters for soil-saving measures.
knows certain information that on the back and giving them a Gregory Dale, at home, one
mail or by going to a substation
off the hospital planes at this condition. But authorities who into a scramble for alternate
roust be on the new forms.
little push up the stairs.
sister, Mrs. Frank Heist,
the
City
Bank,
National
by
up
the
set
has
been
one
First
if
base, their first stop on their gave preliminary checks to means of transportation
The convoy of helicopters ar- Benton Route One; three
"For example, you might be
com- election commission.
largest
second
nation's
and
Senate
12,000-mile trip home.
the
sent
they
also
over-all
It
said
both groups
Under the new law the rere- able to tell me what your pre- riving from Communist-con- brothers William Adlich Jr. of
One man produced a hand- seemed in relaUvely good con- the House into a scramble to mercial bank, announced
cinct is, but not your precinct trolled Loc Ninh included two Mayfield Route 5, Paul Adlich,
its
suspending
was
it
Thursday
the
kerchief-sized blue-lettered sign dition considering what they adopt legislation halting
code," she said -Only the support aircraft and they cir- Detroit, Mich., and Robert
and held it up so the crowd and had been through.
walkout before both houses left floating prime rate and keeping
clerk knows that and the volun- cled the airport tower before Adlich, Benton Route Three.
6
at
charge
Interest
basic
its
extended
an
newsmen could see it, "God
for
The Hanoi release began with Washington
Wayne
touching down. As the returnteer should get it from him."
Pallbearers were
cent.
was
per
It
bless America and Nixon."
an 18-man advance party that Lincoln Day recess
There was an effort several ing prisoners waited in their Parker, Rex Humphries, Paul
-But the bank declared "this
A tough-looking Marine ma- flew to the North Vietnamese downward pressure on the delmonths ago to give reregistra- choppers for the engines to be Creason, Bob Keys, George
jor wiped his eyes. A two-star capital to set up radio equip- lar, particularly in West Ger- action is the direct result of
a major sendoff by having turned off, several peered Lathram, Jim Owens, Ball
tion
adding
pressure,"
government
monetary
Air Force general waved both ment for the incoming planes many, that created a
the governor declare a special through the windows waving at Perry and lake Riley
that in effect its base rate,
his arms high, the fingers on and make final administrative crisis
the crowd of 100 newsmen and
day for it.
Honorary pallbearers were
both hands forming the V-sign
The West German central -which previously was deterarrangements with the North
many
said
Stovall
about 75 servicemen standing friends from B
Mrs.
But
is
market,
free
the
Goodrich
by
mined
in
billion
Out of the glare of the wel- Vietnamese
bank bought up $1 8
API - A 14-year-old county clerks balked because it below.
now being administered by fedFriday,
PARIS
currency
States
coming brass and the television
United
The advance party included
boy who said he wanted re- would interfere with their
cameras, the POWs seemed
to $6 billion the eral authorities."
After the Nightingale took off
Washington's two top men on bringing
interest
the
is
rate
prime
The
little
a
venge because he was "always duties during a busy tune of for Clark shortly before 9 p.m.
in
absorbed
like an excited group of school
amount
of
Shields
POW matters, Roger
year
that commercial banks charge being admonished for faults I
boys - kids on their way to a
more than a week
-7 a.m. CST-Bunker said
the Defense Department, and
When the reregistraUon proc- the prisoners told him: "It's
ontinuetl from Pagi•
as the their best corporate customers. did not have" has admitted
such
traders,
high school football game,
Money
A. Sieverts of the State
Frank
a
hanging out of the bus winmanagers of multinational cor- It serves as an indicator of the starting the school fire that ess ends the state will shift to
be
to
back."
great
Departrnent.
look
could
she
where
dows, waving and shouting at
porations, were in effect betting availability of credit, which in killed 21 persons last Tuesday. modern, centralized basis of
Bunker said he replied: "It's
Three and a half hours later
at the Rabbits
questioningly
voting procedures and records.
or turn affects business expansion police said.
dollar
the
of
exuberant people who lined the
devaluation
again."
home
you
on
great to have
the hospital planes began takwhich skirt the edge of the
Starting in November the votThe teen-ager, who was jailed
one-mile drive from the flight
of the mark Their and employment A floating
from Clark. They were revaluation
off
ing
The Americans had been woods
to
his
name
sign
merely
will
er
shortto
tied
action,
opin- prime rate is one
to await court
the
on
Sunday
based
line to the 250-bed base hospiwas
trading
to have arrived in Hanoi at
for release at 8 30
tal.
ion that the dollar is pegged of- term interest rates in the moo- told police he intended to start a computerized line next to his scheduled
hourly intervals, but the North
delayed by a sitwere
but
Lady brought a lot of ioy to
a.m
poll
old
The
name.
printed
would
thatmarket
ey
fire
allowed
not
small
worth,
were
a
only
Reporters
above its real
Vietnamese asked that the ficially
books with name and number down strike of nearly 1,000 our household, literally growing
of the furniture in a
some
burn
to interview the men, but one
schedule be speeded up and
Communist prisoners who were up with the four boys She was
will be a thing of the past.
classroom
newsman shouted,"How does it
that only 30 minutes elapse bescheduled to be freed in Viet- only three and one-half years
anto
moves
voter
When
the
held
was
-year-old
14
A second
feel to be back?"
tween them.
younger than the youngest. We
the half gallon of other county he will quickly be namese exchanges.
supplying
for
-Great," yelled back a preLt. Col. Richard Abel, an inshe actually thought she
believe
with which the cancelled out as a voter in his
fluid
cleaning
maturely gray-haired man with
The U.S. prisoners eventually
formation officer who made the
one of the
was
somebody,
county
old
police
yellowed
startedsOlhe
of
voile
was
fire
a bright
were freed at 7 30 ism
trip to Hanoi, said the men arfamily.
teeth. "Wonderful," beamed
said
civilian
known
best
The
rived at the airport in buses,
another hanging out of the next
-I had enough of always
among those returned from Loc
about 20 Americans to a bus.
pampered
and
Petted
window
being admonished for faults I
Ninh was 38-year-old Douglas
put
had
The North Vietnamese
throughout her life, she was a
Calif. whole nation would like to be did not have and of being alIA Cmdr Everett Alvarez.
CLEMENTE,
SAN
DepartState
a
Ramsey.
K.
up a 3-foot fence around a recprima donna of the first water
held nearly rune years, ap!AP) - President Nixon says there to welcome them back to ways suspected of blunders
ment career man captured sevtangular area with tables and
so
defended her family and
She
served
have
I
they
country
to
schoolmates.
nation
the
the
my
by
peared trim and fit He was the
for
made
the best way
en years ago on a lonely road
chairs inside the enclosure
prison- well.
take revenge," the Federal State Markets News northwest of Saigon. Ramsey her property without hesitation,
pilot with the longest exAmerican
to
wanted
the
welcome
As the Vietnamese read off
all five pounds of her
Service February 12, 1973
perience
ers of war being released In
was on 4oan to the U.S. Agency
"Let us remember, however, child reportedly told police.
the names of each of our men,
the four- Kentucky Purchase Area Hog for International Development
quiet respect that this moment belongs above
destroyed
"Welcome back, you guys:'
"with
fire
is
The
Vietnam
they got off the bus and walked
Of the many dogs and cats
shouted a group of airmen
for their fortitude in the ordeal all to the returning men them- story building. Most of those Market Report Includes 9 at the time
over to the aircraft. They winwho have claimed us as their
their selves and to the families wait- killed were children attending Buying Stations
for
and
along the route. -Thank you,"
now
is
ending
that
ked and smiled at us, but the
A half dozen other USAID family. Lady probably had the
privacy in the time ahead"
the POWs yelled back, thrusting to vrcicorne them. We can evening MUSIC classes. Police Receipts: Act. 1715 Est. SOO
emotional display was not obof
out
fists
and
arms
their
ing
boy told them he did Barrows and Gilts 50 cents employees were among the sharpest personality, the
the
said
welthat
in
fittingly
most
join
vious,- Abel said.
Nixon kept a close watch
the windows to give a thumbsnot know anyone was in the higher Sows are steady to fully first Americans released in the greatest ability to show af"But once on the plane they Sunday on developments relat- come, not with fanfare, but
South since the cease-fire. Most fection, and the most mournful
50 cents higher
at the time.
school
sign.
ilP
were Shaking hands, hugging ing to the first release of U.S. with quiet respect for their forthew were taken captive expression of sadness at the
of
35.00-35.50
tbs..
2011-230
1-2
US
Officials ot Operation Homeeach other and hugging the prisoners since the Vietnam titude in the ordeal that is now
daily leave takings, of any
200-250 lbs. 34.25-35.00 during the 1968 Tet offensive.
1-3
US
coming here at first said that
in
privacy
their
for
ending
and
nurses I told them, 'Welcome cease-fire. After he was inThe 19 U.S. military men re- animal we have had
75-34.25
33
240-260
lbs.
2-4
US
one American prisoner gave up
home, glad to see you ' They formed Sunday night that the the time ahead.
are all Army personnel
his place to another, whose
US 3-4 260-210 lbs.. 33.00-33.75 leased
replied to me,'You bet'"
except for Marine Capt James
We'll miss this small bit of
gravely
"On the Veterans Adminisairlift of prisoners from North
reported
mother was
Sows
2-hour Vietnam had begun, the West- tration Building in Washington
/
Abel said that on the 21
P. Walsh, Winsted, Conn., and animal life
ill. Later they announced that
a
lbs.,
28.50-29.50
270-350
1-2
US
flight to the Philippines, the ern White House issued this are the words of Abraham LinAir Force Capt. David E. Bakboth had arrived.
few to 30.00
men asked what they could eat, presidential statement:
er of Huntington, Long Island,
coln, whose birthday we are
of
Purcell
Lt. Col. Robert B.
US
lbs.,
27.50-28.50
1-3
350-650
about politics, woinen's
Most of the Army men reabout to observe, reminding us
Louisville, Ky., was reported to talked
US 2-3 450-850 lbs., 36.50-27.50 N.Y.
"As the first group of Ameriand sports, and read
by the Viet Cong are eileased
for
care
'to
obligation
our
of
have given up his place to fashions
war
few dow-n to 26.00
Stripes, the mili- cans held as prisoners of
ther infantry veterans or heliCmdr. Brian Dunston Woods, the Stars and
home, the him who shall have borne the
Boars
23.00-25.75.
arrives
Vietnam
in
tary newspaper.
copter pilots like Chief Warrant
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